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If you want to add some serious horsepower

to your gaming experience, you’ve got to

read Nintendo Power® Magazine each and

every month.

You’ll learn how to get out of heavy traffic

and into the fast lane for fun. Every article is

written to help pave your way to the winner’s

circle. You’ll find a tank full of tips and tricks,

maps and moves, codes and cheats in every

issue that will have you burning rubber and

smoking the competition.

For just $19.95* a year you get a subscription

that’s fully loaded. Twelve issues delivered

to your door, including the January Bonus

Issue. And throughout the year you’ll get

cool collector’s character cards and Super

Power Stamps to spend like cash on excellent

accessories from the exclusive Super Power

Supplies Catalog.

Player’s Guide. It’s like a personal road map
to your favorite N64 game. With it you’ll get

extra mileage every time you play!

So step on it! Use the order form or call toll

free now! 1-800-255-3700.
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It's a lousy day for Wario-when he wakes up, he finds

all of the treasure in his castle gone. Using our

exclusive maps, you can join him on his ,
, ^ ^

trek to the Syrup Castle to ft <

recover his precious hoard. Get the \
details and learn about Wario's

new zombie transformation

skills on page 62.

A Do you know your stalefisnfrom^^*
your shifty air? Do you tweak on moguls or do

MMPPP they leave you feeling melancholy? You'll know
exactly what we're talking about after you read up on our

tips and strategies for the riders, boards, tricks and courses
in Nintendo's 1080° Snowboarding, a cool title that's part

racing, part freestyle and pure fun.



II Ralph, Lizzy and George
"

\
are back and rampaging

il across the globe in

I Midway's revised arcade-

11 classic, completely updated

[i and enhanced for the N64.

II Our monstrous review

i includes a culinary menu of

f
hapless humans and other

f
goodies in the game and warns

[

you away from the junk food that

|
leaves a sour taste in your mouth

• or smoldering embers in your over-

sized stomach.
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Look at Mission: Impassible

i Power Award Nominations

Does GoldenEye 007 have the golden touchy Will it win Best N64
Game of 1997? That depends on your vote in the Nintendo Power
Awards. Read up on the nominees for Best Hero or Heroine, Most
Innovative Game, and the controversial "More Annoying Than

our Player's Poll C<The Spice Girls" Award, then vote on your Player's Poll Card and
mail it. You might win a t-shirt, a game, or score an N64 system
and game library!
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This month, readers are sounding off on WCW Vs. NWO, DKR and
Bomberman 64. They also have a thing or two to say about earning

bonus options by finishing a game. Who’s right? Let us know by sending

us your two-cents worth of Siskel-and-Eberting via snail mail or e-mail!

Wrestle Mania

Whoa! I finally found the per-

fect wrestling game: WCW
vs. NWO: World Tour. With

the new grapple-and-counter

system, THQ has resolved

the stupid button mashing of

WWF Royal Rumble and its

clones. And there's no more

waiting! If you are eliminated

from Battle Royal, you can

still play outside of the ring

by dragging other wrestlers

out from under the ropes.

Even GoldenEye 007 seems

pitiful compared to this

game's multiplayer mode,

especially the Battle Royal

mode, which is total carnage.

Add to that the high quality

graphics and incredible num-

ber of moves, wrestlers and

options, and WCW Vs. NWO
is easily the best wrestling

game ever made.

Dominique Gagnon

Via the Internet

WCW Vs. NWO: World Tour

is absolutely the best video

the

fantastic,

are too many

where a guy's arrp,

or something goes - right

through someone's body, and

game doesn't include

the wrestlers' theme music.

Besides that, it's great!

Michael Kwan

Via the Internet

Giddy Kong Rating

I think Diddy Kong Racing is

one of the best games ever to

come out on the Nintendo 64.

When I tell my friends about

it, they have one response:

Mario Kart 64. DKR is very

different from Mario Kart. In

DKR, you have three vehicles

to choose from, new weapons

and power-ups. And I love the

new graphics system Rare

used for the game. DKR deliv-

ers a world of racing mixed

with a touch of adventure.

Patrick Samona
Via the Internet

Diddy Kong Racing takes the

best elements of the best

games, mixes them together,

and produces the most repul-

sive concoction I have ever

I seen, lust imagine trying to

mix your favorite foods in a

i blender: steak, pizza, ice

cream, Oreo cookies, broc-

coli, asparagus, apples,

bananas, and a Apiece of

sausage. Hit blend, then try

telling someone it's the perfect

'mix.‘'jf I want flight, I'll take

PilotWfngs 64. If I want rac-

ing, I'll buy Mario Kart 64 or

Extreme-G. If I, want action.

I'll take Star Wars: Shadows

of the Empire. If I want

adventure, give me Zelda or

Mario anytime!' I'm hoping

that, in the future, Rare

won't spring surprises on us

like this one.

Anthony lames Larrea

Via the Internet

Equally surprising is that

you've listed "a piece of

sausage" as one of your

favorite foods! Dietary pref-

erences aside, your point is

well taken. Some gamers

and racing purists agree

that DKR somehow compro-

mises racing along its 30-plus

tracks (by far, the highest

number of tracks for any N64
racer) by requiring racers to

seek out hidden keys, Gold

Balloons and Silver Coins.

We think the combination

successfully adds more depth

to the genre. The way we see

it, adding anything extra

(adventure elements or, heck,

even a piece of sausage) to

DKR isn't overkill—it's just

icing on the cake.

Down with Pipsy

In Volume 104, you stated that

Pipsy was the best driver in

Diddy Kong Racing. I've got

some news for you: Pipsy

stinks! Her top speed is as slow

as, if not slower than, a 300-

year-old dog chasing a slug

uphill. Therefore, your new .

year's resolution should be TO
LEARN HOW TO DRIVE!!!

Krunch and Bumper are the

best (besides Drumstick, of

course). At top speed, Krunch

and Bumper eat small mam-
mals and turtles, like Pipsy and

TipTup, for breakfast.

Bob Race

Via the Internet

NINTENDO POWER
Background Art Adam Long • Friendsville, Tennessee
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Indeed, Krunch is the fastest of

the'eight regular Diddy Kong

racers.
,
However, we ranked

Pipsy as the best driver

because If's not speed alone

that makes a good driver.

Pipsy's tight handling and

quick accejemtion makes her *

the favorite driver ofmany

gamers, including many of the

game testers here at NOA.

Surely you're a pro if yob'can

master Krunch, but the

Kremling'fsh't second in speed
‘

to only Drumstick. T.T. the

clock is another hidden char-

acter who can leave Krunch

in the dust. He's hot only the

fastest driverf hut T. T. 's han-

dling and acceleration are far

superior to Drumstick's. To

access T.T., switch on Time

Trial in Tracks Mode. If you

race an especially fast time in

a track, you'll activate T.T.'s

ghost for that course. Once
[

Stop Limiting My Fun!

I thought that if you buy some-

thing, you own it anti all that it

contains. Obviously, you do not

think so. I don't know what rea-

sons you have for limiting my
fun, but they better be good. I

own GoldenEye 007, so I

should be able to play any level

and be any character I want,

regardless of how "far" I've got-

ten in the game. There should

be an option for this; none of

this "you have to beat certain

things and go in order" stuff. I

own the game. I discussed this

with many of my friends, and

some side with you, saying that

it makes the game more fun.

Jason Krpan

Winthrop Harbor, IL

You can't just skip to the good

parts, Jason—that's like reading

the last page of a book or sit-

ting through the finale ofa

movie before you've found out

the rest ofthe story. Gaming is

meant to be an experience that

builds upon itself, and, like

anything in life, you learn as

you go so you can apply your

knowledge to move further. If

GoldenEye allowed you to skip

straight to the Cradle, Egyptian

or Aztec levels, you wouldn't

have the spying finesse and

know-how that you would

have developed had you

played through the game in

order (and instantly getting

blasted into Swiss cheese

because you don't know how
to defend yourselfdoesn't

sound very fun to us, Jason). In

many games, you could score

up to 999,999 points, but just

because there's that chance,

doesn't mean that thegame

should hand it to you on a

platter. You own the game,

and, while you may not be

able to access the extras yet,

you own the bonus options

nonetheless. And we're confi-

dent you also own the ability

to work your way up to them.

you've beaten the ghost on all

20 regular tracks (you can

ignore the battle arenas and

Trophy Races), you'll be able

to select T.T. as a driver. It's

not an easy task, but, quite

frankly, using Pipsy will make

the job considerably easier.
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This month, in addition to voting for the monthly Power Charts, you can cast

your vote for the 1997 Nintendo Power Awards. Don’t let your favorite game
i
of the moment or your favorite game of the year get overlooked. To vote, fill

out the insert card between pages 82 and 83 and send it in!

%0 NINTENDO POWER



LETTERS, continued...

It’s Not Whether You Win
or Lose...

You know what stinks about

today's games? There's way

too much emphasis on beating

the game and finding every-

thing. It used to be that you

never got a thing for finding all

the items. Now, players expect

to get a reward for finding

everything, then they com-

plain that they've done it all

and proceed to sell their

game. What I suggest is that

players stop and take a look at

what's around them in the

game. Maybe, just maybe,

these "no replay value" com-

plaints will disappear.

Steven Reich

lannesville, Wl

Da Bomb or a Dud?

Bomberman 64 is so much

better than the original. You

described it perfectly when

you called it frantic fun. The

Adventure Mode in the Super

NES Bomberman was a flop,

but the N64's adventure

mode alone is reason enough

to buy Bomberman 64— it's

all about finding the custom

parts and secret areas. But the

lure of Battle Mode is what

really draws people into

Bomberman 64.

David Fuad

Via the Internet

Didn't we learn from Jurassic

Park that just because we can,

doesn't mean we should? The

automatic way to make a clas-

sic game worthless is to make

it 3-D. 3-D Tetris? That's too

complicated. Some things

should be left as they are

—

including Bomberman.

lim Eskew

West Chester, OH

In and Out

In Volume 104, in the Bonus

Issue's In and Out List, you

Boogerman is a hidden character in Clay Fighter 63 'h, but what

about Elliot Houser? Like Hobo Cop, the 11 -year-old from St,

Paul, Minnesota didn't make it into Interplay's twisted tourna-

ment fighter, but he had his likeness molded into a clay maque-i

tte like the ones that were digitized into the game. Elliot scored

the grand prize in Volume 98's Player's Poll Contest and won a

trip to Interplay in California, where his sculpture was being

molded. He rounded off his weekend getaway with a day at

Disneyland, but, being the gamer he is, Elliot's favorite part of

the trip was seeing Interplay's programmers at work and then

being able to test their gaming skills ^ I

at the local arcade. lg^ii vJ

Putting himself

[in Interplay's

hands, Elliot

(Houser had his
'

likeness mold-

ed into a clay

|

caricature, like

the ones used

in Clay Fighter

[6373.

listed Zelda 64 as "in" and

Final Fantasy VII as "out."

Get a clue: the games are

obviously different types of

games. I know Zelda 64 is

going to be an awesome
game, but it's an adventure.

Final Fantasy VII is the king

of RPGs for now, until FFVIII

comes out, or, maybe even

EarthBound 64. Zelda is the

king of adventure games and

you can't compare Zelda 64

to FFVII— it's like comparing

Super Mario 64 to GoldenEye

007. I'm not bashing

Nintendo. In fact, the N64

has got some really awesome

games, including Super

Mario 64, Turok: Dinosaur

Hunter and GoldenEye 007,

and I'm eagerly awaiting

some future games including

Zelda 64, Dracula 3-D and

Hybrid Heaven (if it's any-

thing like Metal Gear). Just

don't bash other systems

because they aren't your sys-

tem. Although 70% of

PlayStation's games are horri-

ble, it still has some good or

even excellent games.

Richard Burns

Via the Internet

Yoshi’s Story arrives this month WITHOUT Baby Mario. That’s at

least one thing the game has going for itself. Do you think Yoshi’s

Story has plenty of great and novel ideas to offer gaming, or is

all the hype purely fiction? Should more side-scrollers enter

the next generation?

NINTENDO POWER PLAYER’S PULSE

P.0. BOX 97033

REDMOND, WA 98073-9733
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I t’s an endless winter
in Nintendo's 1080*
Snowboarding! Our NP
exclusive shows you
how to bust out the
best tricks in the game.

1080“ Snowboarding is the closest thing you'll

find to boarding without risking frostbite. The

game's crystal-dear graphics and spectacular

beyond anything seen in a

so far. And

by plugging in a

TRICK ATTACK

TRAINING

CONTEST

MATCH RACE

See, Hear, Feel.

1080" Snowboarding's six

modes are different formats of

freestyle and racing contests.

Time Attack is a slalom

course. Match Race and 2

Player Vs modes are both

head-to-head competitions.

Both Contest and Trick Attack

modes are stunt challenges in

which you earn points by per-

forming tricks. If you're look-

ing for a free ride session, you

can sharpen your skills in

Training mode's half pipe and

free-ride park.

TIME ATTACK

2-RLAYER VS

Rumble Pak so you can feel your board chatter

across slick ice, plow through deep powder,

slam between towering moguls, bonk fallen

logs or slide along frozen railings. Whether

you love to board or just dream of doing it

someday, this is your endless winter.

00**

Q) NINTENDO POWER



Riders
1080° SNOWBOARDING

ROB HAYWOOD

American Rob Haywood has the speed, balance and technique to domi-

nate most of 1080° Snowboarding's contests. But if you're looking for

air in the half pipe, Rob’s weak jumps won’t earn the high scores.

Canadian Ricky Winterborn is a natural athlete who has the best
technical and jumping skills in the game. Push his stunt skills to the

limit by grabbing air on the biggest ramps and berms you can find.

All five riders have different strengths and weaknesses

—

study their statistics to plan your strategy. A rider with a

high max speed is great for racing, while a character with

good jumping skills and power will score high in the half

pipe and Trick Attack.

KENSUKE KIMACHI

AKARI HA YAM

I

RICKY

but his balanced skills guarantee

any racing or freestyle event. Pair

or a Tahoe on the race course.

Snowboards
Pick your ride—1080° Snowboarding features eight dif-

The U.K.'s Dion Blaster is the fastest boarder on the mountain, but the

big rumor going around is that this guy also has the worst balance and

jumping skills. The stable Tahoe boards are best for him.

ferent boards, all with individual performance factors. If

you're shooting for a winning run, consider your rider's

strengths and weaknesses before you grab a board.

TAHOE 151

The Tahoe 151 is ideal for racing

or half pipe, but it doesn't have

as much flex as the Tahoe 155.

TAHOE 155

The stable Tahoe 155 is the

fastest and most responsive

board in the game, but it could

use more flex.

MERLOT 14V

The Merlot 147 is a solid inter-

mediate board that's perfect for

mastering tricks in the half pipe.

SCOUT LTD. IBB

While the Scout Ltd. 162 isn't the

fastest board, it does have the

best flexibility of all.

B-LINE 143
1

SELECT BOARD

[£

. B-IimW

ACCUSATION

rat u”'~'

The B-Line 149 is almost identi-

cal to the Merlot 147, except it

has slightly better edge control.

MERLOT 143

The Merlot 143 is nearly identical

to the Merlot 147 except it has

slightly less response and flex.

SCOUT 15B

The Scout 156 has excellent

acceleration, response and edge
control. Try it on a gladed run.

B-LINE 154

The B-Line 154 is a solid performer

with good acceleration and edge

control-perfect for the half pipe.

VOLUME 106 Q
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Catch air with flair! If you don't want to go

through your snowboarding life looking like

a hucker—that's a lame poseur who doesn't

care how he or she lands—you'd better pay

attention and study these grabs and spins.

The moves listed on the charts below will

win the big points and the high scores in

1080° Snowboarding's Contest and Trick

Attack modes. When you've mastered

these mid-air moves, spend some time

working on the timing so you don't bail or

crash on the landing. Any good shredder

will tell you that the longest spins and

stalled grabs won't add up to diddly-squat

if you can't stomp it when you touch back

down on the ground.

Erab Tricks
Grab tricks are mid-air moves that involve grabbing your board with one or both hands.

The trick to scoring big is to stall or hold the pose as long as possible before you land.

INDY 200 PTS. O+B An Indy is a bent-leg grab with the riders' rear hands grip

their boards between the bindings on the toe edge.

INDY NOSE BONE 250 PTS. O+B This grab very similar to the Indy grab, except the snow-
boarders' legs are "boned" or perfectly straight.

MELANCHOL Y lOO PTS. B To do a Melancholy, riders reach behind their straight

front legs and grab the heel edge between the bindings.

STIFFY 250 PTS. O+B The riders' legs must remain perfectly straight during this

board grab. Get lots of air or you’ll bail on the landing.

STALEFISH 250 pts. O+B A Stalefish is where the riders' rear hands grab the heel edge
behind their rear legs while their rear legs remain straight.

MUTE GRAB 250 pts. O+B During a Mute Grab, riders grab the toe edge of the board

with the front hand placed next to the front foot.

TAIL GRAB 200 pts. O+B A simple and fast move, the Tail Grab requires riders to grab

the tails of their board with their rear hands.

TWEAK 300 pts. O+B In this move the boarders' front hands grab the heel edge
of their boards and pull it directly in front of them.

METHOD 200 pts. O+B To do a Method, riders catch air and grab their boards' heel

edge with their the front hands and hold it at head level.

NOSEGRAB 200 pts. O+B A quick move, this is an airborne trick in which riders grab

the front of their boards with their front hands.

SHIFTY 400 pts. O+B A Shifty is a big air jump where the riders rotate their

upper and lower torsos in opposite directions.

p
INDY ST iFFY STALEFISH SHIFTY

Grabs like Stiffies take time to

set up—make sure you have

enough air or you'll eat snow.

The longer you hold a grab, the

more points you'll earn. But

don't bail on your landing.

Shifty grabs are worth 400
points, but Ricky and Rob are the

only riders who can do them.

NINTENDO POWER



Spin Tricks
1080° SNOWBOARDING

Spin Tricks are easy to learn in 1080° Snowboarding. After you master your first spin trick, the

180 Air, add the extra move to do the next trick. Keep adding on the moves until you can bust

out a 1080 Air—that's three complete rotations—without thinking about it.

180 A IF lOO PTS. A+R+O This move turns you completely around in the air so you'll

be riding in the opposite direction when you land.

3GO AIR 200 pts. A+R+O A 360 turn is a complete circle. If you're riding forward in

the half pipe, you'll land riding backward, or fakie.

540 AIR 250 pts. A+R+O+R+O The 540 is a 360 turn followed by a 180. Riders with strong

jumping skills can pull off this move in the half pipe.

780 AIR 300 pts. A+R+O+R+O+B This is two complete turns with a backward or fakie land-

ing in the half pipe. Try learning this move on big jumps.

300 AIR 350 pts. A+R+O+R+O+B+R+O+Z A 900 is two complete circles finished with a half turn.

Get plenty of air if you want to do this on the half pipe.

1080 A in 400 pts. A+R+O+R+O+B+R+O+B+Z This is three complete circles in the air. You'll spend so

much time flying that you'll need a frequent flier card.

Combos Are Your Key
to a High Score

Holding a grab in the air is one way to gain points, but you can earn even more

when you combine several grabs with spins and flips when you catch big air.

As you explore the courses, find the jumps that will give you the most air, then

try a combo on that spot during the next run. The most important thing to

remember is that you must stomp—touch down without bailing—the landing

so you can keep all the points you earned in the air.

II
When it comes to doing tricks, the Nintendo Power

staff and Nintendo's 1080° Snowboarding testers

were split on where to go to do their favorite stunts.

Just like real life, some players preferred to

ride open terrain while others were

content to bust out phat air

above the half pipe all day.

While nobody could agree

on which was better,

everyone agreed that

1 080° is the best win-

ter sports title so far

on the N64.

VOLUME 106 ©
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No matter which of the six modes you decide to play in 1 080°

Snowboarding, you'll have to memorize every mogul and icy patch

on the eight courses before you can take over the scoreboard.

While eight courses might sound small, you'll spend hours seeking

out the shortcuts, jumps and fastest routes down the mountain.

Air Make's nordic-style ski jump is one of the best big air

venues for pulling off combo tricks. You’ll find that you
can pull off four or five moves before you have to

straighten out and touch back down on the snow.

Air Make
Air Make is a massive jump inside a crowded arena. Of all

eight stages in the game, this is the smallest place to ride,

has one of the biggest jumps where you can

air and score big stunt combos.

Half Pipe
If the half pipe in the Training mode were reproduced in

real life, it would probably stretch for five miles. This long

pipe is ideal for perfecting your tricks on the shorter Contest

and Trick Attack arenas.

^ NINTENDO POWER



Crystal Lake
Crystal Lake is the easiest course in the game. This run fea-

tures a little bit of all the terrain from the other courses in

the game, and it's an ideal primer for learning how to mas-

ter riding through powder or jumping moguls.

There are two moguls near the starting line on the Crystal Lake

course. Dodge them if you're racing, or hit them head-on for some
serious air if you're trying to score mid-air spins and grabs.

The course narrows through these tight S-curves, but if you have a

board with sharp edges, you won't eat the rock walls. Catch some
big air as you blast down the chute at the end of the turns.

Crystal Peak
The top half of Crystal Peak is obscured by snow flurries,

but your view will be crystal clear by the time you're

halfway down the course. This run has a few bare spots.

You won't have a problem if you jump the exposed rocks.

You'll find it easier and faster to jump these rocky ledges instead of

following the course through the twisting canyon. You won't have

any problem keeping your balance on these short jumps.

Stay right to catch this tiny shortcut. The small canyon leads to a

snowy run that bypasses the slick turn by the N64 ice sculpture.

Keep up your speed or you'll get bogged down in the deep powder.

There's another short run on the other side of this shack. To find it,

jump off the ramp next to the building or plow through the powder
until you can cut into the gap between the wood fence and rock wall.

This narrow mogul field is great for busting out huge air and tricks,

but you'll want to avoid the bumps if you're racina for a time or

against another rider. Stay in control or you'll flail and bail.

VOLUME 106 ©
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As the course winds down the mountain, freestylers will want to hit

this fallen log. Hop on it then rail-slide up the trunk and do a couple of

.spins and a grab as you jump off the end.

Slam across the top of these moguls if you're looking for air, but

keep your speed up so you can blast through the thick powder when
you hit the first gladed run on the left side of the course.

You can catch plenty of phat air

off the berms in front of the

glades, but plan your landing or

you'll taste tree bark.

Golden Forest
Heavy snowfall has buried most of the Golden Forest in

several feet of powder, which is ideal for carving turns

through the gladed runs throughout this narrow course. Go
for the trees if you're racing and looking for shortcuts.

If you go left at this fork, you'll have to jump the huge tree trunks

blown down across the course. The right path is wider and doesn't

have any trees, but you'll lose time covering more ground.

Mountain Village
Mountain Village is an endurance challenge that will destroy

all but the best boarders. The key to winning here is to con-

serve your energy on the upper half of the course so you can

go for broke on the moguls and jumps at the bottom.

Unlike the slick rocky ledges at the start of Crystal Peak, the heavy
powder snow on top of the stone staircase at the start of this

course will slow you down. Stick to the lower, twisting trail.

Stunt riders hunting for air will want to take a trip through this open
cabin. You'll find a long ramp and some serious air when you blast

out the open door on the other side of the building.

The serpentine tubes inside the ice caves might seem like a maze,

but if you remember to stay right you'll always jump over the road,

and if you go left you'll end up skidding down the road itself.

NINTENDO POWER



1080

Dragon Cave
With its frozen suspension bridges, blazing torches and

dazzling ring of fire, the Dragon Cave doesn't look like

any run you'd find on earth. Perhaps one day your grand-

children will ride runs like this on other planets.

1080° SNOWBOARDING

Racers and free-riders wanting variety will love this run's balance of tight

chutes and tunnels coupled with broad staircases and wide-open flats.

Deadly Fall is a wide-open run which begins on a broad

glacier and eventually winds down into tree-lined gullies.

This run resembles the alpine terrain you'd find if you went

to Whistler-Blackcomb, Canada, or Val d'lsere, France.

It's always sunny
on top of Deadly

Fall, even when
you're racing in

Expert Mode.
Because this run is

very broad, you'll

find lots of small

chutes to explore.

utner places in tne uragon uave include a

fully-furnished cabin you can blast

through and a frozen railing you can bonk

with your board and skid across.

Deadly Fall's steep run begins

on an open glacier, but you'll be

dodging trees and boulders

when you reach the bottom.

Mfarning:Eonsltructian Ahead MM
1 080° Snowboarding was still in development when

we went to press, so some features may change

before the game arrives in stores. Stages like Crystal

Lake and Crystal Peak were nearly complete, but

we often boarded out of bounds on runs like the

Dragon Cave and Deadly Fall.

* %

r Check Out the Blast Tour ~1 tf.

The BLASTSnowboard racingand freestyle tour

mightbe coming to a ski area near you. These are

the datesandplaces remaining in the 1998 tour.

February 8th-March 1st Bear Mountain, CA

I VOLUME 106
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promise.
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Strolling through the countryside,

Jack knows that an attack can come
from any side at any time.

When the monsters appear, they are at

a distance from our hero, who can move
toward or away from them.

Jack and his enemies each have bound areas

in ^/hich they can move. The individual areas

exist within a larger battle area. The borders

appear as blue and yellow octagons.

Up close. Jack can hit evil-doers

with his wooden staff. His physical

strength increases with experi-

ence, just like his magic power.

{Hi A agic, as any two-bit wizard can tell you, derives from the powers

J V Lot nature. When tapped, these powers draw energy from the four

elemental forces of earth, water, wind and fire. Jack begins the game with a

rudimentary understanding of this. Using his magic staff to direct his spells, he

can cast minor enchantments at the enemies he encounters. Fortunately,

those enemies at the outset of his journey have all the intelligence

and strength of a boiled cabbage. Unfortunately for Jack, the situation

goes rapidly downhill. His enemies become stronger and more

threatening with every mile. If it weren't for the fact that he

gains experience, and greater magic powers, as he defeats enemies,

3jat>e at f ou, €t>il

BattCe On, Jack
{J

n days of yore, the most excit-

ing part of most RPG battles was the

animation of flashing enemies. Quest 64

will banish those days forever. When ene-

mies appear, the viewpoint changes to a dramat-

ic angle, but the action remains exactly where

it began. At this point, Jack has several choices.

He can move within a limited area, cast a

magic spell, or do both. After his attack, Jack

waits for the enemies to advance or attack.

The entire battle is alive with motion,

color, and spells flying about.

Eartft, Water, Wind and Fire



After choosing one of the four elemental

types of magic, you use the text menu to

choose the individual spell.

Once he's selected the

Jack can cast it on hist

anywhere within the be

The Dark Goblins li

forest of Carlisle.

Granny's bonnet and spectacles wouldn't

disguise these wolves to Red Riding Hood
or Jack. Like most of their kind, these Wolf

Goats hunt in packs.

Giant spear-wielding

frogs are out to ruin your

stroll through the forest.

s stalk Jack relerit-

perfect balance.

These dancing I

lessly while mt

By defeating enemies. Jack can increase his

level of magic power. When the four elemen-

Jack wouldn't have much hope on his quest to retrieve the Eltale Book.

In battle, Jack selects one of the four elemental types of magic, then he selects

a spell. The graphic magic menu consists of four colored diamonds representing

the four elemental types of magic. When you select a type of

magic, text pops up to give you further choices. Activating

the spell is a simple matter of pushing the A button. In

Quest 64, as in most RPGs, selecting a magic attack is the

easy part. Knowing which one to choose is the tough part.

My, Wftat Big Teetfx

O h, give me a home, where the monsters all

roam, and the freaks and the ghouls still

play. Yes, at the heart of every great epic is a mon-

ster to send chills down your spine, or better yet,

hundreds of monsters to freeze your soul. Quest 64

lives up to that grand tradition and then some.

Ranging from rabid rabbits to rascally rose bush-

es, the genetic diversity of critters in Quest 64

would make the Amazon rain forest look like a

sterile petrie dish in comparison. Big monsters

tower over Jack while little monsters hop

around his ankles. And you'd better

expect every size, shape, color and

degree of nastiness in between in the other

monsters you meet. But rather than talk

about them, let's meet them in person.



One good place to go is the local pub.

In the towns and castles there

are people everywhere just

briraming with information.

Don't ignore the children, either. Information

often comes from unlikely places.

This isn't swamp gas—it's

raw magic that Jack taps to

increase his powers.Here in the castle, a search of

wall behind the throne reveals

secret door into a cellar. - Jack searches the treasure chests for useful items.

Being tlje Cottm

Chat

j -m*

up your Neighbors
/'Tjattles may be critical to epic gaming, but

.^exploring towns, chatting with characters,

solving puzzles and stocking up for the rigors

ahead is just as important. Quest 64 has literally

hundreds of characters, most of whom have some-

thing to say by way of text boxes. In our incom-

plete version of the game, the text is still in

Japanese, but at press time THQ was busy at

work translating it into English. Text boxes

convey the story as well as crucial informa-

tion that will lead Jack on his quest. You will

be given clues and hints about where to go

and what to do once you get there. You'll

also use the text boxes to carry out basic

business such as buying items or staying

at an inn overnight. Talk may be cheap,

but it's invaluable, as well.

Finders Keepers

O ne of the most important parts of any RPG is the search for hidden treasure.

In Quest 64, a simple push of the A button commands Jack to examine his

surroundings closely. If he discovers something, he acts on it automatically. For

instance, the red treasure chests found in the castles often hold valuable items.

Jack searches them, then opens them up to retrieve the goodies. Secrets, such as

hidden doors, may be found in the walls. Even the earth contains secrets, such

as the clouds of magic that spring up from the ground. If Jack steps into one of

these mysterious wisps, he gains one level of increased magic power.

—I



Jack can walk or run,

but riding horseback

is even faster.

Here's a peak at some of the many
places Jack will visitIn his quest
through Celtland.

Getting Arouncf //W 9
fll jCost of the time Jack quests on his own two fijp

-'VLfeet. Imagineer made use of the analog *7

Control Stick so that a slight pressure makes him W
walk while more pressure makes him jog or run. But Jack isn't j/kl Wj
always a pedestrian. When you find a horse, you might as vl
well climb aboard and gallop off. Horses can be found in X
different locations in Celtland, rested and ready for passing heroes. You'll also

find a ship in Quest 64, and not one of those tiny tubs that were no larger than

your character as in the Dragon Warrior series. No, this is a serious, seagoing

ship that you can explore, and which will take you to mysterious shores. As you

travel, you'll often take roads and read signs, but not everything will be marked

for your convenience. THQ hopes to include an on-screen map to help out.

Sigfit-Seeing in Cdtland
ill wonders never cease? Part of the fun of playing a good RPG

is the sense of exploration, the feeling that you are seeing won-

drous things that you have never imagined. On
this page, we have put together some of the

sights of Celtland, but this is just a taste,

ftSSyvr'
L

and many marvels may still be added

PX-gfwV to t *ie game. Below we've shown

some of the highlights from our

ft alpha version just to give

you an idea of the scope

°f the game.

Waiting for tfje to Begin
WITH THE SUCCESS of WCW Vs. NWO: World Tour, THQ has learned that

patience pays off, and they aren't pushing Imagineer to finish Quest 64 before its

time. Still, we expect the finished game to be released this June as a 96 megabit

hit. Many items and characters have yet to be added, such as Jack's two compan-

ions, but Quest 64 has already taken shape. It's a world where we will spend many

hours of happy questing. Without a doubt, it will set the standard for 3-D epics.

Flatlanders beware!



H33JSSSE9 Say so long to King

LVi .MB Kong and goodbye

to Godzilla— here

. Lizzy and Ralph, the

fiercest and funniest

monsters ever to tiptoe through

Tokyo. Midway Games has updated
|

the arcade classic. Rampage: World

Tour, for the N64, and the result is a

simple yet challenging

romp through more thi

Mm*&UaF 131 stages of monsters,

mayhem and finger-

'M i lickin' fun!

The old saying goes, "If it's not broken, don't fix it," and, in fact, Rampage: World

Tour didn't need much fixing to make the leap from the '80s to the '90s. Though the

graphics and sound have been updated, the concept and game play remain essen-

tially the same, and that's definitely a good thing. Dr. Eustas DeMonic, head of Scum
Labs, has transformed you into a 50-foot mutant

This new version features graphics that

are even better than the original's, but

the main focus is still on creating as

much havoc as you can.
j

WOKLD 71
1998 Midway Games Inc.
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RAMPAGE WORLD TOUR

There are 16 Scum Lab locations around the world, and,

unfortunately for the general public, you don't know exactly

where they all are. To your monstrous way of thinking, the

only way to ensure that Scum Labs is destroyed is to demolish

(or eat!) everything in your path, including buildings, cars,

. planes and, yes, even people!

Dr. Betty Veronica will keep

track of your progress and

tally up the damage you cause.

Your goal in each stage is to

punch, kick and jump your

way across a specific city,

munching and crunching as

much as you can within the

time limit. To get a "Totally

Destroyed" rating, you must

demolish all of the buildings

completely.» 's'OjjJ'f:

For whatever damage you rack up in each

city (including units of property damaged,

number of people eaten, vehicles trashed and

W so on), you'll receive a bonus at the end of the

stage. If you tally up enough damage in a par- /

ticular category, you may also receive a special
j
A

|

bonus 0f i o,000 points, j M

You'll eventually smash your way

across all seven continents, taking out

k famous landmarks

A and sampling the

local citizens. If

I you find and punch [ij.&j

W a World Tour flag or {ZllJH

W billboard, you'll
’

begin the next stage H j "I,

in a new country.

As you travel to new
locales, collect special

items like balloons and

airships for bonus

points.

VOLUME 106

¥ When Dr. DeMonic
'

promised him "a lot of

growth potential" in his new job, Ralph

didn't know the half of it. Now the lowly
lab tech is a 50-foot, blue-furred were-
wolf with a particular liking for Texas

barbecue (or was that "Texans barbe-

cued"?). His favorite pastime is

chasing after Army tanks, even
j

k though his fur is always get- A
Ml ting caught in their

r
George always knew he'd climb

to the top of the Scum Labs cor-

poration—he just thought he'd do

it on the inside of the building, like

everybody else. The fact that he's

now a giant, rampaging ape has
probably squashed his chances
for a promotion. Well, maybe
he'll just have to return Dr.

k DeMonic's "favor" and do a

Bk bit of squashing of his

NINTENDO

64



Each bit of damage you cause is worth at least 1 00 points. The simplest

way to demolish a building is to climb up its side, punching and kick-

ing as you go. Kicking will rock a building and eventually blow out all

the windows on a floor. Punching is more direct, but you'll smash the

nearest window only. If a person appears at a window next to you, press

Punch to pop him or her into your mouth. You'll get a boost to your

health meter and 100 points. If you're on the ground, hold Down and

press Punch for a pedestrian pick-me-up.

As you break windows, you'll also find energy-giving

food, items worth 1 00 points or more, and items that

a will make you sick to your stomach or

rl% will somehow hurt you. The best way

to find items is to break windows that

SffliP are half open or are otherwise different

from "normal" windows.

Good food and items
will increase your

health or give you

instant bonus points.

If you're desperate for an item,

chances are better you'll find one
behind a half-open window.

The fastest way to demolish

and punch the roof. (Hold

ly.) You may miss out on ite

good position to take out

damage in record time.

After you've caused a cer-

tain amount of damage to

a building, it will start to

collapse on its own.

To demolish this type of long, low
building, just bounce on top of it or

hang on to the side of it and punch.



RAMPAGE WORLD TOUR

rjoijju h
You may be a giant mutant beast, but you're not i

nerable. Though you won't have to worry about stub-

bing your toe on a city bus, bad items will make you

sick or damage you, and there are other hazards to

keep an eye on. Runaway fires, exposed electrical

wires and poison gases are sometimes left behind after

a building collapses, and they are all hazardous to your

health. Falling into water will also damage you slight-

ly. To clear a hazard, press the lump Button to leap into

the air and then press Jump repeatedly to glide for a

short distance.

Jumping on small

bridges will some-
times open up a

jumbo-sized pot-

hole. Walk, don't

stomp!

If you punch a candle and start a

fire, jump before you're burned. Le

the flames destroy the building.

Punching signs can

be an "enlightening"

experience. If you

hang back a bit

when you punch,

you may not be

shocked.

UJi 'U'l ?££n
Snacking on citizens is good for you,

but you won't get any energy or points

from kicking one. Fortunately, if you

kick a person or one falls out a window

and becomes "street pizza," you can

still eat the mess before it dissolves.

Delicious and nutritious!

VOLUME 106 ©



While most of your attention will be focused on smashing

buildings, you'll also have to contend with a lot of vehicles and

1

other features. Most of the vehicles

you'll find in the early stages will be

.yygAsd civilian ones. Once the police and

military get wind of you, however, you

jrV-ffT <31 can expect them to call out the big

guns, including some rather advanced

robots and aircraft.

You'll be shot at from all sides, not only

by vehicles, but by soldiers, police and

armed citizens. Now we know for sure

that the government has been hiding

flying saucers!

NINTENDO POWER

BONUSES & SECRETS
Life isn't all carnage and chaos, so take the time to collect

secret bonuses. For example, some cities have special sights

or attractions. They won't be labeled and may look like part

of the background, but if you punch them, you'll find

Tourist Traps full of vacationers, tanned to the peak of per-

fection and ready for picking!

/UMBO JETS
Punch these jets to tear

open their cargo bays.

The planes will explode
and crates will drop to

the ground and break

open. The items inside

will likely be edible.

BAjLLUUNIM* -

You'll sometimes see
balloonists floating high

above the skyscrapers.

Every time you touch one,

you'll receive a bonus.

After you hit one a few
times, he'll explode.

AIR CARGO
These planes carry

cargo, too. You'll often
find a cow, a sheep or a

chicken in the crates. If

you leave a chicken alone

for a few seconds, it may
lay an egg.

AIRSHIPS
Besides balloonists, you'll

also see airships, flying

saucers and other high-

flying objects. If some-
thing is not shooting at

you, it will probably give

you bonus points.

|k| ^ You can't crush whole cities and slurp up people like so much pasta without expect-

mm I 1™ mm #VJ ing some resistance. Both the police and the military turn will turn out in force.
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HELICOPTER TANKS
Police and military choppers
will buzz you like flies. They'll

After the first few stages, you

can expect a whole column of

These nasty little robots pack a

ot of firepower, and if you get
t s possible to destroy a Super

often make strafing runs just

beyond your reach. Jump at

them or climb up buildings and
swat them as they swoop by.

tanks in nearly every city. You
can punch or kick them, but it

will take three blows to take
one out completely.

too close, they'll fry you with
llamethrowers. Sometimes it's

/etter to just climb out of their

ine of fire.

lunishment before going down.
)nce you destroy its outer

shell, you'll find a Mini Mech
waiting for you inside!



RAMPAGE WORLD TOUR

Most of the Scum Labs are overseas, but even if you don't find the

World Tour flags, you'll eventually visit other countries automatically.

Besides the 131 normal stages, you'll find secret stages, like Suburbia

and Underworld, and bonus stages. In one bonus stage, you'll have to

eat as many people as possible within a time limit.

As you uncover each Scum Lab, Dr.

DeMonic will appear and show you

which facilities you’ve destroyed so far.

While the secret stages are fictional places, nearly every other

city you visit in the game is named after a real place. Some will

even have their signature landmarks in the background.

As fun as Rampage is for one person, it's even

j&J&s more entertaining as a two- or three-player

jPf
[ g < h.illcnge, I ,u h pl.i\cr c .tn ( lirmsc ,m\ hi !l»-

H| ~ three monsters, i
.

PR :
[t- you can even have

three of the same mon- B
FjffrJj EF ^ 1

j
ster in play at once. I
The monsters can I

^ cooperate or compete,

f >i
'

i » and at the end of some H
stages, the creature who inflicted the most damage on the

other mutants will receive a Buddy Bashing bonus!

Each player can configure his or

her controller individually before

the game begins.

Players can select any monsters
they want in four different color

schemes.

Even when you're cooperating, it's easy (and

so tempting) to "accidentally" hit your fellow

monsters. In multiplayer, you’ll have to com-
pete against them to score bonus points.

In this age of textured polygons and 3-D environments, how does a sprite-based, side-

scrolling button-masher rate with the jaded game gurus at NP? In the weeks since

Rampage arrived here, we've spent an insane amount of time playing it. Why?
Sometimes you just want to pick up your controller and go straight to the good stuff-

—

you know, no fussing with complicated controls, let's just play! On the other hand,

though it's easy to learn and play, this game also demands strategy and quick reflexes.

The not-so-subtle humor helps as well, from the creative use of barnyard animals to

the tiny Elvis we spotted walking the streets of Vegas. Rampage rocks!

MUSIC VOLUME
CONTROLLER P/»K
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Ruto Rborl Disable

On the Setup screen, press

top C four times. This code
disables the Auto Abort fea-

ture, which brings you back
to the track automatically if

you leave the track or get

stuck somewhere.

Rush Wrap Up
San Francisco Rush takes the leadoff spot this month with

the last in a long line of terrific codes. Some of these codes

can be entered using the Control Stick, but we recommend

the Control Pad. Most of these codes can be used at the same

time. If a code doesn't work after several tries, turn your

Control Deck off and then on before trying again. The City

by the Bay won't be the same after you've carved up the

highways and byways with these cutting edge codes!

Reappear in Place

On the Setup screen, hold Z
and press left C and then right

C. Release both C Buttons.

Continue to hold Z and press

right C and then left C. If your

car is destroyed, you'll reap-

pear right where you left off.

Foggy night

To race at night, first go to the

Options screen and highlight

the "Fog" option. While hold-

ing all four C Buttons, press

Left or Right on the Control

Pad or Stick until you see a

new "Foggy Night" option.

Car into Wine
On the Car Select screen,

press right C, right C, Z, bot-

tom C, top C, Z, left C and left

C. This will change the picture

of your car into a picture of a

mine. During a race, your car

will appear as normal.

Unlimited Time
To disable the race clock, first

go to the Setup screen, hold Z
and then press and hold bot-

tom C and then top C. Release
the C Buttons. While continu-

ing to hold Z, press and hold

top C and then bottom C.

Random flames

This code will juggle around

any default names and scores
on the Records screen. On the

Records screen, press L, R, L,

R, L. R, L and R.

Reverse Controls

On the Options screen, high-

light “Mirror." Hold all four C
Buttons and press Left or

Right until the "Extreme"
option appears. This option

reverses all driving controls,

e.g., steer Left to go Right.

Change Uieui

To change the camera per-

spective during a race, hold

the L Button and press Up
or Down.
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Rctiuate Drumstick
Reaching Dragon Forest is no picnic, and if you plan to con-

tinue to Wizpig's Planet, you might do well to add another

driver to your team. To free Drumstick the Rooster from

Wizpig's vile spells, first win all of the Trophy Races up

through Dragon Forest. Now go back to Taj's meadow at the

center of the island. Look for a frog with a red rooster's

comb on its head. When you find it, run over it with your

vehicle. Drumstick will revert back to his fine, feathered self,

and he'll then be available on the Player Select screen.

Secret Options
These codes will ensure that there's carnage and mayhem

galore! To activate these codes, you must first activate the

Cheats menu. Once that's done, enter any of the cheat codes

on the title screen, not the Cheats menu screen. If a code is

entered correctly, you'll hear a sound effect. Now highlight

the Cheats option and press A to see the Cheats menu. If a

cheat has been activated, you can highlight it and press A to

turn it on or off. You can also pause your game at any time

and access the Cheats menu to turn cheats on and off. Use

the Control Pad, not the Control Stick, to enter these codes.

Cheats ITIenu

On the title screen, press Left,

Left, L, L, Right, Right, Left

and Left to make the Cheats

option appear. Highlight it and
press A to see the Cheats
menu. Individual cheats must
be entered separately.

HEM' CAME
LOfJDGflHE
optYotis
CHEATS

Running over Drumstick may
seem cruel, but it’s the only

way to save him.

Drumstick will be freed from
Wizpig's spells. He's one of the

fastest racers in the game.

HU Items

Press R, right C, Right, L, left

C, Left, right C and Right to get

all the items and weapons in

the game. When you run out of

ammo, you must access the

Cheats menu and turn this

cheat on again to get more.

l~HV IMC I bieTt-y, toe
... Mo'MS.TEiRSt-OH|

flU ITEMS OH
CO TCLJ.EJJEI C

Hidden Rrenas
To access four hidden Battle Mode arenas, first highlight the

Battle option on the title screen. As the Battle option flash-

es, press Start very rapidly until you hear a tone. You'll then

have four extra arenas available: In the Gutter, Sea Sick,

Blizzard Battle and Lost at Sea.

nearly Inuincible

To become nearly invincible,

activate the Cheats menu,
press the R Button seven

times, and then press Left.

Even with this code activated,

you'll lose a life if you're

crushed or smashed.

WHm no monsters
This code will "turn off" all

the monsters in the game.
After the Cheats menu is acti-

vated, press L, left C, Left, R,

right C, Right, Left and Left.
This code can be difficult to

do. You must press Start

very rapidly.

Hey! Watch where you throw
those things, willya?

Somebody could get hurt!
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MORTAL KOMBAT MYTHOLOGIES
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mortal Kodes
If you've had a chance to sample Mortal Kombat

Mythologies, then you know darn well how difficult the

game can be. These codes (they're special passwords, actu-

ally) should give you a fighting chance, at least, to finish the

game. Once you enter a special password, you can then

reenter the password screen and type in any level password

you wish.

Madden -r,
Football

more madden madness
It's too bad that we didn't uncover these codes before foot-

ball season was over, but for true fans, anytime is a good

time for Madden 64! Only one Classic Team code can be

used at a time, but the teams are available in all modes

except Season play. As for the EA Stadium, it will be avail-

able in Exhibition mode only and cannot be saved to a

Controller Pak.

1.000 Lives

To start the game with 1,000

lives, enter GTTBHR as your

password. If you can't finish

the game with even this many
lives, well...

Classic Teams
Select the Create Player

option and name your player

"SIXTIES." "SEVENTIES" or

"EIGHTIES." Save your player

and exit. A classic team from

the '60s, 70s or '80s will now
be on the Team Select screen.

10 Vitality Urns
To start the game with 10

Vitality Urns, enter NXCVSZ
as your password. The 1,000

Lives and Vitality passwords
can be used together.

Turn on or reset your Control

Deck. As the "Electronic Arts"

screen appears, press and

hold L, R and Z simultaneously

to start the game's end credits

rolling.

If you'd like to view the end
credits without wading
through all the grueling com-
bat, enter CRVDTS as your

password.

EH Stadium
This code will enable the EA
Stadium in San Mateo,
California. In Season mode,
select the Front office option

and then the Create Player

option. Enter "SAN MATEO" as

the player name. Save and exit.

If you have an awesome trick, password or code for our Classified Information

files, drop us a line at the address at the right. For access to even more cool codes

and tips, check out Nintendo's official web site at www.nintendo.com.

flintendo Pouter
Classified Information
P.O. Boh 97033
Redmond. UIR
98073-9733



Acclaim has a hot hockey

snn that will light the

limps of hardcore hockey

fans everywhere. Skate
IS center ice and take a
firsthand look at NHL
Breakaway ‘98, a stat-

packed game thatt
ready to ramble!

©1997 Acclaim .The NHL Shield and NHL Breakaway are

trademarks of the National Hockey League. NHLPA and

the NHLPA logo are trademarks of the NHLPA. .•
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Good team management is the key to a winning season, and the^|
more games you win, the more bonus points you’ll earn. Bonus A
points are just like money—you spend them to improve your team.:

The first thing you should do is spend points hiring four coaches to

itnanage your team. The best coaches have special skills that

enhance your team's overall performance. You can also spend
points on an injured player in the Training Room. Depending on how
many Bonus Points you’re willing to gamble, you could have him on
|$P.road to a speedy, even miraculous recovery.

NHL Breakaway '98's Season mode is one of the best«(

hockey title. In addition to playing the entire 82-gan^l

season, your team will earn bonus points that you card

coaches and players or trying to rehabilitate your injuj

SCHEDULESEASON MENU

TRADE PLAYERS

Season mode tracks the stats for

every player and team in the NHL.

Check the caiendaf

up against on the n(

PlAV-CfF.FS
Play-off mode is a sixteen-team contest involving eight Eastern and eight Westei

Conference Teams. You can limit each match to a best of three, five or seven gait

matchups. Gamers can customize the finalist teams or replicate 1996-97 NHL play-offs.

w PLAYOFF TREEPLAYOFFS

Team USA and Team Canada are the most powerful
teams in International Play-offs mode, if not the

entire game. One of these monster teams almost
always ends up in the final round of competition.

. ..
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I comprehensive

I stats and Season

I mode options
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' are great for fans

iber crunching, but

i bigger graphics and

gade fans. _ The issue
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i hardc^R hockey
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H fir you're not

absolutely sure,

R^ your safest bet

try all three

3 ' Infere you shell

I out the cash:^

with a appej

r Gretzky and i

a huge reputt

really melts .

preference-!

arcade-stylei
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Wraparound goals—the NHL equiva-

lent to the NBA's slam dunk—are dif-

ficult to pull off in Breakaway '98.

Slap shots and one-timers offer the

best scoring opportunities, especially

if you set up a slap shot from the blue

line. Hold the shoot button to get

extra power behintfoiour shot.

n Jkm
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A top-secret milita

project to develop

series of "Slipgates"

is already well

underway. These!

devices, once they're;

perfected, will have

the ability to instantly^

transport

vast distances,

enemy, code-named "Qua

his own plans for these mysterious

portals. Quake's demon-

p army has already

begun invading a

U.S. military base,

using Slipgates to

our world

with their own hell-

ish dimension. Time to

suit up, soldier: It's your

duty to lead Operation

Counterstrike, a one-man

crusade to bring Quake down.

io

Prepare yourselves! The horrors that await

you in Midway's Quake are definitely more

nightmarish than anything you encountered in

Doom! But while the going may be brutal as you

struggle to survive the game's 20+ stages, the darkly

moody graphics are a step up from Doom 64, and the

vivid sound effects definitely set the right tone. Sprite-based

enemies have been banished in favor of polygon-based

beasts, and you just haven't experienced Quake until you've played it with the

Nintendo 64 Control Stick and Rumble Pak! Of course, no first-person shooter

would be complete without a multiplayer mode, and Quake has got a solid

one. While it's limited to only two players, you do get to stalk your opponent

in seven different arenas. N64 Doom fans will not be disappointed.

NINTENDO POWER



QUAKE

Whilfc you'll begin t

soldiers will last long

the form of bonuses an

n and a battle-axe, not even the most

weapons. Luckily, there are plenty of

/ho are willing to search them out in

You'll begin Quake with the

Single-Barreled Shotgun, which

barely has enough firepower

to dispatch most of your foes.

The Double-Barreled Shotgun

is a definite improvement, but

on the downside, it runs

through the shells twice

t as fast. (The small boxes

fe hold 20 shells; the larger

ones hold 40.)

A Megahealth box will give you an additional 100 hit points, but for only

a limited time. Biosuits also work for only a short while, but they'll allow

you to breathe underwater and wade through slime without taking any

damage. (They offer no protection in lava pools, though.)

Backpacks, which you'll find next to certain fallen foes, contain

either a couple of grenades or a few shotgun shells.

These three powers are very rare and, unfortu-

nately, their effects don't last very long. The

Quad Damage gives your attacks four times their

m. usual power, the Ring of Shadows renders you

almost completely invisible, and the Pentagram of

Protection rewards you with invincibility.

While you can't budge these boxes of

radioactive waste, they're still good

for a blast. They'll blow up if you hit

'em with any one of your weapons,

taking out any unsuspect-

ing baddie who might

be standing nearby.

The most powerful

weapon in Quake, the

Thunderbolt allows you

to fry your foes with a

stream of energy. Use it

sparingly because the

cells it uses are hard to

come by. The small cells

hold six charges, which

last just over a second,

while the large cells hold

twice that number.

The Grenade and Rocket

Launchers share the same

ammunition, and they're

both excellent choices

for taking out a bunch of

baddies with a single

shot. On the minus side,

you can easily blow your-

self up if you use these

weapons improperly. A

small crate holds five

grenades, and a

These bad boys come in two vari-

eties, one with a double-barrel, and

an even bigger model with four cyclic

barrels. Both are excellent

for quickly mowing down

foes—just don't expect

your ammo to last

for long. Crates

come in 25- or

50-nail quantities.
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It's time to beat back the sr

'
kCft.GXM

that's overrun your military base and

gain access to the Slipgate that's somewhere within its walls.

NINTENDO POWER

If you can't find the first secret area in the game, you might

want to reconsider whether you're ready for this monu-

mental mission! It's really not very "secret." Just follow the

cues that flash along the bottom of the screen to find the

crate of shells hiding in a cubbyhole.

You may not see it at first, but

there's a bridge above the area

to left of the large entryway.

To get to this higher ground

(and beyond it, a Nailgun)

look for a little elevator that's

When you get halfway across the path that's over the toxic

pool, turn to your left and fire your weapon at the glowing

switch that's imbedded in the wall. Now turn left again to see

a secret room with a Double-Barreled Shotgun revealed.

Once you reach the outside area, hop into the water and

look for an opening to the right. Follow the waterway

through the wall to locate a Megahealth resting above

some stairs. Don't worry about the locked door—you can

open it only at the end of the level. If you keep following

the waterway as it goes around a corner, you'll find an

elevator that will lift you back to the level's beginning.

At the bottom of the ramps, you'll see a big pillar on the right.

Search behind it to find the Biosuit, then quickly jump into

the pool. Enter the passage just beneath where the big door-

way sits on the surface and follow it to find a room full of

bonuses. The Biosuit will last if you swim fast.

After you've returned to the outside area, enter the large

doorway and take out any foot soldiers who confront you.

Next, head to the right and blast the television monitor

that's positioned in the pillar. It will activate an elevator

that will take you up to the small ledge, where there's yet

another television to target. Blasting the TV will reveal a

corridor where a Quad Damage awaits.

When you reach the descending •1

stone ramps, you'll notice a red but- I \

ton located on every landing. To gain n a
access to the Slipgate, you must

bump into each one of the three but-

tons, making them turn green. & n



QUAKE

fir
You'll face only the front line of Quake's forces in this level, but that

doesn't mean that their onslaught won't be fast and ferocious.

VOLUME 106

A good deal of this level is devoted to pathways that snake

around pools of water, but the best soldiers won't be con-

tent to stay high and dry. If you're looking for secrets, dive

into these shallows to find ammo, shortcuts, and hidden

doors. Start off your search by hopping off the bridge and

swimming to the right.

You won't be able to nab the Silver Key until you've hit the

switch in the hall with the Knights. Once you've crossed

the bridge to the key, look back. Below the bridge you'll see

a box of nails. Don't bother jumping down for this crate

unless you have a real need for ammunition.

In an area up the stairs from the door that needs the Silver

Key, you'll see a column containing a brick that's slightly

askew. If you slide the stone back into place, it will open a

door that leads to a Quad Damage. It's best to wait until

you have the key to take advantage of this bonus.

Once you've opened the door with the Silver Key, you'll

enter a room with a pressure plate on the floor. Step on the

plate and run a few feet to the right or left of the now
sunken switch. Run into the Slipgate once it appears to be

teleported to a ledge with an angry Fiend below. Use the

ledge as a sniper's nest to defeat the Fiend.

There's a hidden door just below the switch we mentioned

above, but it won't open unless you approach it in the

water. The Slipgate inside will lead you back to dry land.

JJx p.l ur 8 III ore Once you've

defeated the Fiend, you'll encounter a few more enemies, but

basically, this level will be completed. You can leave through the

large doorway that leads into darkness, but don't exit the level

until you've collected all the ammo, weapons, and bonuses.
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The Necropolis isn't only one of the creepier levels you'll encounter

in Quake, it's also the first real test of your stamina and fortitude.

You'll see a Grenade Launcher

spinning in the air at the start of

this stage. Grab it—it will

become your best friend. (It is

the only weapon you'll get that

destroys Zombies.)

Just beyond the Gold Key door lies a walkway that doesn't

seem to lead anywhere. Walk down this cramped path staying

as close as you can to the left wall. As you move forward, the

front wall will open and a torpedo will fly by. Now hop in the

hole that's opened in the floor.

After you contend with the Ogre in the cage, head right

until you're standing on a bridge. Look down and behind

you until you spot an ammo box. Hop down, deal with the

Zombies, and grab the box. (Shoot the wall behind it to get

even more ammo.) Now scour the rest of this lower area

until you locate the lift that helps get you back on track.

After wading through some Zombie-infested waters, you'll

enter a large room where an Ogre will try to bomb you from

above. Take him out with your Nailgun and then jump up the

little steps to the ledge. Now press the switch and use your

grenades to blast the Zombies down below.

Head back to the bridge area but continue going forward

until you find the lift that takes you down a floor. There are

loads of Zombies down there, so get ready with those

grenades. When you see the key, grab it and go forward to

the far wall. Once you're underwater, you'll find a hole in

the wall where the Ring of Shadows is hidden. Before leaving the room above, switch to a weapon besides your

Grenade Launcher. Now open the door and defeat the Ogres on

the overhead platforms. Grab the ammo and armor that were

previously behind bars, and shoot the wall behind those bonus-

es. Employ the secret Slipgate to get up to the platforms.

WO e a.d E T1 d V The last room you'll

enter doesn't seem to have an exit door. But look—there is a

red switch on the wall. What's this?!? You press it and it

appears that the roof is falling?!? Could all be lost? Of course

not. This level has a much more fiendish finale.

0 NINTENDO POWER
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While the castle-like level is rather short and straightforward, you shouldn't try

to rush through it or you'll likely be finished off by its traps.

2 UJall
Enter the door on the Keep's

right side and take out the

Ogre standing on the mini-

tower. Now jump from the

nearest small wall to the

one farther away, then

make a leap from that wall

to the tower.

to UJall

you get to this elevated walkway, go past the first

moving post and step on the switch. Now turn around and

head back to a newly-formed fissure. Jump down into this

crevice and use the lift to bypass most of the posts.

Bachtrack

3 Spotlights
After circling back to the Keep's

main entrance, you'll find a short

hallway with lights shining down

on the floor. Avoid walking into

these beams of light or nails will

rain down from above.

4 Left is Right
When you come to the Y-shaped, elevated walkway, go

down the left fork first. Ultimately, which way you decide

to go doesn't matter very much, but if you pick the right

path first, you'll end up doing a little more legwork.

5 Dodge Darts
This room holds a pillar that shoots darts in four direc-

tions. That alone wouldn't be so bad, but Knights will

also attack you from all

sides. To avoid taking too

much punishment, run

from the doorway to the far

left corner and take up a

r '

defensive position.

8 Heads Dp
When you're back at the Y-shaped walkway, proceed

down the right path until you get to a dark room contain-

ing a small load of foes and a single column. After beating

the baddies, walk over to the column and stand under-

neath its lamp. Now just hit the lamp with your head by

jumping up. You'll uncover a small secret area.

VOLUME 106 ©
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I O Quad^lilrangle
After entering the Slipgate, you'll reappear on a rising plat-

form with the Golden Key within reach. Suddenly, you'll

be face-to-face with a Shambler, a huge creature with

sharp claws and the ability to fire electrical beams. Use the

Quad Damage and Super Nailgun to finish him off.

n Do l_U 1 • •-? fT With both keys in hand, unlock

the Silver Key door and hit the switch behind it. Do an about-face

and use the new lift to get to the Gold Key door. Enter the door

and drop down the hole. Now turn around and shoot the wall.

Well, well, armor! Too bad you couldn't reach it before!

Prepare to be both pummeled and very puzzled! Even the first area

in this stage is bit confusing, so we'll give you a hand by suggest-

ing that you step on the switch in front of the starting point

Deduction
This room has a secret door hidden on the far wall, but you

won't find the switch that unlocks it unless you look up.

Shoot the switch, then take the secret lift up to a pathway

of ducts. Step out onto the ducts, then look left and down.

If you hop to this ledge, you'll nab a Quad Damage.

After you collect the key, pass up the

Slipgate that's off to the side.

Instead, leap over the lava and scur-

ry down the stairs. In the hall with

the spiked wall, you'll gain access to

a secret Slipgate!

So you want the Silver Key? From the room mentioned

above, hit the lower switch and turn to the right. Run for-

ward until you hit another switch. Don't turn around—just

back up into a hole that will drop you down a floor. Now
back into another switch and run forward down the stairs.

Next, run down the hail and turn right. An Ogre will

appear—it's crucial that you finish him fast. When he's fall-

en, a door will open in the right wall. Dive into the door-

way. You'll be practically grasping the key!

Now you'll enter a hall with a button on one of its walls. Bump
into the button and turn around to see Zombies rain down on

the other side of the room. Since you forgot your umbrella,

just hit 'em with grenades. Once they're dust, cross the new

bridge and enter the door. Hit the switch inside and take note

of the results.

0 NINTENDO POWER



QUAKE

B Step to It
After coming back across the bridge, you should see a

Slipgate where a door once was. Shoot the symbol that's

glowing on a post and then turn toward the Slipgate. Go
down the secret stairway and spin around. Before you

will be another Slipgate that leads to more bonuses.

In When you step on the switch shown

below, you'll see a Shambler standing in a doorway with

his back turned. Grab the armor behind the him (this will

make him mad), and back up fast while firing a weapon.

h i

)

fiX*] » « fa t.l X«). rsj
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Now for some bad news and some good news... First we'll give you

the good news: There's only one enemy to defeat in this level. Now
the bad news: Your weapons are totally useless.

I Road to Rune
Warning: Read this and the following section only if

you don't like surprises! You'll start with a strange

object directly in front of you. (This is a Rune that

you need to collect to complete Quake.) When you

grab it, Chthon will rise out of the lava pool to defend

his prize. Run as fast as you can to the far side of the

pool and take the lift up. Now read the next section Vr
,

for a winning strategy. ' ^

You may have just given Chthon the last shock of his life,

but believe us, you have barely begun to scratch Quake's sur-

face There are still load of levels to come, including a few

hard-to-find secret stages. We'll be bringing you more info

on how to find those hidden levels in the future, but let's

just say for now that you might want to scour every inch of

the Necropolis. And hey, before we forget, try to see if

you can get your foes to fight each other!

VOLUME 106 ©



ft A t* C w Compared to Pages 1 and 2, the first level on
*

Page 3 gets tough in a hurry. The biggest danger

I

here isn't the bees or Shy Guys—it's the risk of falling below the

clouds. You'll survive if you plan your climbing routes and look

before you leap.

TURN T«E WORMS
The Red and Blue worms will fly right off the

page unless you learn how to control them.
Hop on the backs of the worms to make
them turn. Your ride ends when you reach

the clouds at the top of the stage.

start

More Maps. Meames 3nd M^ViCm in This Month’s

IN VOLUME 105 WE SHOWED VOU THE OPENING TAGES

L or THE GAME-NOW YOUlL LEARN THE SECRETS

w AND STRATEGIES FOR GETTING THROUGH THE

FIRST OF THE FOUR LEVELS IN STORYBOOK TAGES 3

THROUGH h. IF YOURE LOOKING FOR A HIGH SCORE IN

STORYBOOK OR TRIAL MODES. SHOOT FOR COLLECTING ALL 30
*

MELONS HIDDEN THROUGHOUT EACH STAGE. READ tiV AND
GET THE FULL STORY ON HOW TO FIND THESE ?R12ED FRUITS.

© NINTENDO POWER



the green
dragon

The Green Dragon will give you a ride past

six melons, but aim your tongue carefully or

you'll end up swallowing the other fruits

carried by the flying Shy Guys instead.

CLOUD TOUND1NG
You'll earn up to twenty coins and a

Special Heart if you pound all the clouds

here. The tough

part is dodging ^
the buzzing bees. ^
If you get stung,

"
'

drop down and w
eat the Power

.

Flowers growing

next to Poochy. _ ^ ^

to the tot
Hit the Delay

Switch, then hop •

along the clouds to __

collect the melons.

To save time, don't grab the Speci

until you've eaten all the melons.

You'll earn five melons if

you down the Shy Guys
flying above these

clouds. Use your eggs to

hit the high fliers, then

finish off the rest with
,

your tongue.

DON BONGO

Use your tongue to Watch closely and Avoid the spiked balls Take aim at Don
quickly eat up Cloud N. you'll spot Inviso s rolling across the Bongo's lips and hit him
Candy before she has a hiding place. Use your teetering platforms three times. Use your
chance to pound you on eggs to knock out this and throw your eggs tongue to grab the
your head. cloaking creep. at Cloudjin's ugly mug. falling pots and pans.

VOLUME 106
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WALK THE
BLANKSXS A C P L Believe it or not, Page 4's Jungle Hut is one

of the easiest stages to collect all thirty melons.

There are six huts you'll need to explore to find the melons, but the

biggest trick is knowing exactly what to do to uncover all of them.

,

S START a coin

I
f COUECTION

I You won't find all of the hid-

l den melons in this hut until

& you find and collect the gold

coins. To save yourself

time, frustration and

;
flower petals, eliminate3 the pesky Gabons
before you hop around

'

: and gather up the goods.

Blast the blocks

You can't hurt the Chomps
pacing the planks. The best

way to get past them is to

avoid the beasts or grab a

Heart Fruit.

Most of the melons
in this hut are inside stone blocks. Eat the

Shy Guys and throw the eggs to ^
break the blocks. You'll find another

melon when you collect the coins,

KABONG GABON

start

L A RACE TO GET
F THE MELONSj;

Eliminate the hazardous

j;
purple balls in this stage

J, by eating, squashing or

“III
throwing an egg at the

. Gabons throughout

>tO B • this page.

E WALK QU1ETLV
THE TALLER . 0
THEY ARE... STjSj
The Shy Guys on stilts \
are impossible to defeat

unless you hit them in JM
the back with eggs or

stomp their heads. Since

some of these towering

troublemakers are walk-

ing on platforms above bottomless pits, your safest

and best weapons are your trusty eggs.

After you stomp on the

Mystery Switch, you’ll

have to race through the

spider webs to gather all

the melons in this hut.

There are two hives inside

this hut, and the buzzing bees will trap you if

you make too much noise. The trick is to walk
slowly and quietly beneath the hives.

That's right dino-pal, there's

no minigame in this level.

That means you won't find all

the melons until you explore

all six huts in each corner of

this jungle level.

© NINTENDO POWER



YOSHI’S STORY

RELEASE THE
FIRST WART
The First Ms. Warp is hidden inside

the Mystery Bubble at the start of

Lots O' Jelly Fish. Eat the Shy Guy
and use the egg to break open the

bubble and release Ms. Warp.

A f* t D Lots O' Jellyfish is one of three under-

** water adventures you'll find in Yoshi's Story. If

you're not trying to collect every melon on the page, you'll find that

this level isn't overly difficult—if you can dodge the jellyfish.

start

Unlike the blue jellyfish that jjB9|
swim in one place, the red

ones will slowly chase you

through the stage. You can't

defeat these sluggish predators, but if

you keep moving, they'll never have a

chance to catch up to you.

SNORKEL SNAKE
Patience is the best defense

against the invincible Snorkel

Snake. Wait as he circles, then

escape through the gap between
’I, his head and tail.

AN OASIS ABOVE THE SEA
You've found your own
paradise. Wake the Ms. Warp
sleeping on this island oasis so

© -• © you can warp back here and

f "it
' load up on Power Flowers and

Power Bees whenever your
mmmmmmmf life starts to run low.

NINTENDO
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HOMING TORPEDOES
The submarine Shy Guys in this level are

equipped with homing torpedoes. These torpe-

does are fast, but they can't turn as well as

you can, so try swimming behind rocks or sharp

corners to make them miss you.

in a very ts ft
TIGHT S?0T

The sea cacti and jellyfish

swimming around these

tight twists and turns are

the toughest obstacles in

Lots 0' Jellyfish, but

you'll have to dive through

these narrow underwater canyons to collect

all the melons. To avoid damage, always swim
in the middle of the passages.

ONE CHANCE FOR M 11

TWO MELONS ,

A swarm of flying Shy Guys wil I make £\ fc
one pass above you before flying off into

“
the blue fabric skies. Use your tongue to

grab the two Shy Guys carrying melons in their clutches.

y
This is a long jump
contest: the farther

you jump, The more
melons you’ll earn.

You can start with
extra altitude if you
leap off the mes-

sage block, but the key to

winning it all is to hop across

the backs of the Tehee
Butterflies and

.—. Bitterflies.



FLOOH BLADES

fjft f* t L Mecha Castle is one of the toughest

• ^ pages in Yoshi's Story, but that's

because this is the last stage you'll need to complete

before you confront Baby Bowser and fight it out for the

Super Happy Tree.

The blue blades are

stationary, but the

red blades will chase

you. Jump over the

blades when they sink

into the floor.

a bi& reusn ON YOU

You can throw eggs at

the Black Shy Guys, but the best trick is to

wait for them to drop their blocks, then run

underneath them as they pick them up.



MAKE A RUN FOR IT

' After you hit the Mystery Switch, run

! right across the gears and climb the

[Surprise Balls. If you’re running out of

[time, hit the Delay Switch above the

[

gears with an egg.

HHI » don't get

» * inched
» If you stop on a moving

sprocket, your Yoshi will be

yanked into the gear teeth. Unlike other stages in the .

game, the traps here will instantly take your Yoshis, not

Smile Meter flower petals.

horizontal cut

BOUNDING PISTONS
All of th epistons in Mecha Castle have a rhyth-

mic pattern. If you wait and watch, you’ll know
when the pistons will smash together and you
can leap between them as they pull apart.

Watch cl
!

blade tips

the walls:

the knives will jump out at you. Jump up

sharp hazards as they retract into the v

, V-t» D

ROCK AND ROLLERS
Falling off Mecha Castle's Rollers won't
result in fatal consequences every time—

sometimes you'll

discover hidden fruit

IttVtVtVtVti



Dsely for the

poking out of

in the Mecha
you pass by,

past these

/alls.

WB* THE YOSHI'S STORY
TlAYERS GUIDE

Are- you still having problems finding all the

melons? Have you discovered what the*hjd- }

^ den coin letters spell out when you win a Heart A

Fruit at the end of a minigame? Perhaps you just
*

want to know if you've found every secret area in the game.

Get all the facts and discover even more secrets in

Nintendo's Official Yoshi's Story Player's Guide. The 128-

^ page guide shows you everything you need to know on

how to play by the book, including

where to find the rare black and

60 FOR T«E MELONS TO
GET TttE «1G«EST SCORES
Yoshi's Story seems like an easy game until you try to collect

all 30 melons in every course. In order to find all the melons,

you'll have to get perfect scores in the minigames and sniff out

the remaining hidden fruit. The tricky part is using your tongue

to carefully eat the melons and not the other kinds of fruit.

There are 30 melons hidden in

each stage of the game. Some
melons are out in the open, and
others you'll earn by nailing per-

fect scores in the minigames.

Root out the remaining melons
by following Yoshi's nose. You
don't have to stop to smell for

melons—save time by holding

down the R Button as you run

through every nook and
cranny in a stage.

|
• Compared to the other l

Mario and Yoshi games, l

- Baby Bowser is easy to ta
defeat in Yoshi's Story. When

the battle starts, pick up the falling

ob-ombs and throw them at the spikes

le ceiling until they hit Bowser three

rt running low on life, take a bite out

ng from the Super Happy Tree. You'll

ter you throw three more Bob-ombs

Voshifc
Fruit
Enemies
Coins
Heo rtt
Melons
Vosni'f

H6od
J lOQ '

es
1 z •

300
26 00
600 :

Total 4706
Highest .... 4706 1
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onami is bringing

fiue-on-fiue basketball

action to the I1BM uiith

nBR In The Zone *98.

The action is fast and
furious, so you'd

better bring your

\ good shoes!

>8 Konami.

trademarks, copyrighted designs and other forms of intellectual praberty olNBA Properties, I

>Mffl the respective member Teams and may not be used, in whole ornk^Q^ivithout the prior

written consent of NBA Properties, Inc. © 1998 NBA Properties, Inc. All rights reserved.
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NBA In the Zone '98 is a breath of fresh air for the sports game

scene, not just because there have been no basketball games for

the N64 since NBA Hangtime, but also because the game steers

away from fantasy play and focuses on real-world player perfor-

mance and real-world rules. Up to four players can participate in

the five-on-five action that includes all 29 NBA teams, actual pro

players programmed with their '96-'97 season stats, offensive and

defensive fouls, backcourt violations and more.

There are four play modes to choose from, including Exhibition,

Play-offs, All-Star and Season. If you choose the Season mode, the com-

puter will automatically track your players' performances in key areas

like points per game, field goal percentage, rebounds, assists and fouls.

You'll be able to compare a player's current stats with his previous

year's performance, and the computer will even calculate averages for

your entire squad in 1 3 performance categories.

iHtigad ill

You won't see a 40-foot jam with a flaming ball around here, but if you

want to inject just a bit of fantasy into your game, then you can take

advantage of the Edit option. The Edit option allows you to tweak exist-

ing players or create a new one. You can set a player's height (up to 7'

11"), weight (up to a hefty 349 pounds) and skill level in nine different

areas. Once a custom player is saved to a Controller Pak, he can be

downloaded and used on any team in any play mode.

TRMBLRS
If that's not enough, the Trade option lets you swap any players you

wish between two teams. If you're looking for a point guard, for

example, you can shop around with the best teams in the league to

see who would fit the bill. There's no limit to the number of players

you can trade, and you can even use this feature in the Season

mode. In the Season mode, however, you'll be limited to trading

players with the team you're facing on that particular day.

RULES rrr THE URHim
The Rules option allows you to dial up or turn down the realism to

suit your tastes. You can set the number of fouls it takes for a player

to be ejected or turn off the option completely, as well as turn on and

off a host of violations and penalty situations. We actually recom-

mend turning off the Out of Bounds option until you get used to the

court boundaries; otherwise, you'll probably be hearing the ref's

whistle every couple of minutes!

With five players per team, tactics and coaching will be more

important than you might think at first. Just driving to the hoop for

a jam won't get you very far, and ball handling will be critical to

scoring consistently. Players will tire at different rates, play differ-

ently depending on the situation and even play in "streaks" like their

real-life counterparts. We've outlined strategic suggestions for each

team on the following pages, but the rest will be up to you.

@ NINTENDO POWER
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Glen Rice and Vlade Divac are unquestion-

ably the Hornets' headliners, but the true

strength of this team is its terrific depth.

Dell Curry, winner of the '93-’94 Sixth

Man Award, is the cornerstone of your

bench, but don't ignore quality vets like

Matt Geiger, a good backup for Divac. Use
your reserves wisely, and you may find

yourself with a play-off berth.

CHARLOTIE HORUETS

STARTING UNEWPS
ATLAUTA HANKS

STARTING,LINEUPS

If rebounding is your game, then you could

do worse than the Atlanta Hawks.
Dikembe Mutombo alone averaged 11.6

rebounds per game last year, a stat he'll

likely come close to matching for you in

any play mode. With 1,486 and 1,445 points

respectively for the 96-'97 season,

Christian Laettner and Steve Smith should

also put in lots of productive play.

Chicago ninus
CHICAGO
BULLS.

After a few disappointing seasons, the

Pistons are once again a force to be reck-

oned with, achieving a 54-28 record last

year in the talent-heavy Central Division.

Though you should build much of your

game plan around the NBAs Mr. Nice Guy,

Grant Hill, don't overlook the backcourt

support of such stalwarts as Lindsey

Hunter and the venerable Joe Dumars.

Unless you're on a par with new head

coach Larry Bird, don't expect anything

very spectacular from this squad. If you

treat them like a fixer-upper, shoring up

their offense and patching the holes in

their inexperienced bench with a few
smart trades (as it stands, there are no

good subs for Reggie Miller or Chris Mullinl,

you can put in a respectable season.

If you think that these Michael Jordan-

less Bulls are somehow tamer than their

real-life counterparts, think again. Though
Dennis Rodman can't hit 3-pointers with

the aplomb he shows in some other b-ball

games, he's still a rebounding demon. Trust

Scottie Pippen (1,656 points last season)

to produce consistently, whether it's from

the paint or somewhere downtown.

dbtroit pistons

As in real life, the focus of your virtual

Cavs will be their new leader, Shawn
Kemp. Despite Kemp's dispute with

Seattle Sonics' management last year, his

overall performance didn't suffer much,

and you can expect him to perform as well

as or even better than advertised on his

stat sheet. When subbing, be sure to give

Brevin Knight and Derek Anderson some
game time.

IHBXAMA PACHAS

m^mrr=r-rrm <SAWAMiBiiS

CAVS
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r/mwASOGH® ranaeKs TORONTO RAPTORS

SOCKS

The Raptors ended their rookie season in

the Central Division basement, and despite

some pretty good individual stats, they

may have trouble finding their way out of

the dark. Keep the roster rotating through-

out a game to keep everyone fresh. When
subbing, swap John Wallace for Marcus
Camby, and use Carlos Rogers, Reggie

Slater and Popeye Jones as the primary

backups for other starters.

Amu bsbm
STARTING UN£WPS

Despite the fact that Glenn Robinson, Ray
Allen and Terrell Brandon together scored a

total of 4,310 points last year, the Bucks
were second-to-last in the Central Division.

This just goes to show that a good starting

offense is not everything. As with the

Pacers, you should make some trades. Look
for some offensive backup, but more impor-

tant, look for a couple of good blockers and
rebounders.

HOSTS rn CELTICS

It
MJAMU
*£*r

The Celtics marked their 50th NBA season
not with cheers but with jeers. They
missed a record 471 games due to injuries.

So, it's no surprise they managed no better

than 15-67 last year. Luckily for you, some
new blood should help them perform more
like the Celtics of old. Though he's a rookie,

Ron Mercer should provide good support for

Antoine Walker, and if you need another
starting guard, give Chauncey Billups a shot.

NSW JEBMT HRTS

The first thing you might want to do with
the Nets is to remove Chris Gatling from
the starting lineup and put Kerry Kittles in

as a third guard to help in the backcourt.

Having two forwards and three guards is an

unusual lineup, but it works, and it gives the

team lots of scoring power up front. With
this lineup, you can try to build a command-
ing lead in the first half and then play a
maintenance game in the second.

The Heat lived up to their name last year, cap-

turing the Atlantic Division by a comfortable

margin, and they should have no problem
repeating that performance. This team has

advantages that most don't: a great starting

lineup and a deep bench. Dan Majerle and Eric

Murdock can provide backup for Tim
Hardaway and Voshon Lenard, and, as we've
seen in real life, Isaac Austin (last year's Most
Improved Player) can fill Alonzo Mourning's

shoes quite well.

HEW

The Knicks were nixed in last year's

Conference Semifinals against Charlotte,

mainly because of the suspension of key

players in Games 6 and 7, including Patrick

Ewing. Given a chance, this superb team
would have a great shot at your virtual NBA
championship. Little coaching will be need-

ed; just be sure to rotate quality subs like

Chris Childs, John Starks, Buck Williams

and Chris Mills through the lineup and you'll

be fine.

@ NINTENDO POWER
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60LDEU STATE KflRRIORS
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Despite looking worse than the Warriors

on paper, the Clippers finished better in the
'96-'97 season with a 36-46 record. This

does not mean, however, that a season

with this squad will be easy. Take a leaf

from the Clippers' real-life game plan and

substitute a lot, and we mean a lot. None
of your players are standouts, but if you

keep them fresh, they'll do pretty well for

you right off the bench.

The Lakers fared much better last year than

their cross-town rivals, the Clippers, and

finished just one game back of the division-

winning Seattle Sonics. Your five starters

each rates .400 or better in field goals and

has a collective average of over 16 points

per game, so a play-off berth is nearly

assured. For variety, you might put a second
guard, perhaps Kobe Bryant, in place of one
of your three starting forwards.

With a 30-52 record last year, the Warriors

didn't finish as badly as some other teams,

but it will still take a lot of work and trad-

ing to lift them up from the bottom of the

Pacific Division heap. Latrell Sprewell may
be suspended in real life, but you can keep

his virtual self in the starting lineup. You'll

need to find two starting forwards and one

starting guard, but Joe Smith can stay in

his slot.

LOS AMOURSUHM

In one year, the Magic endured the loss of

Shaquille O'Neal, a mid-season coaching

change and a host of injuries, and they still

made the play-offs. We don't know if the

virtual Magic will have the same spirit, but

if you need a spark in the middle of a game,

put Darrel Armstrong into the action.

Together with Magic leader Penny
Hardaway, he'll help propel the team into

1C SiHtrtaXON WIZARDS

The key to success with the Wizards is

ball handling. With Gheorghe Muresan's

height and Chris Webber's and Juwan
Howard's speed, you can keep the ball

moving and your opponents off balance.

Opposing players will be hard pressed to

predict whether it will be Webber, Howard
or point guard Rod Strickland who will take

the shot. If you keep your players moving,

you’ll have lots of offensive opportunities.

SLIPPERS

Allen Iverson and Jerry Stackhouse are

your only big scorers, and they need the

support of a good bench. Unfortunately,

you don't have one. Jim Jackson is strong

in the point guard position, allowing

Iverson to concentrate on shooting. The

big question is how to use your best sub-

stitute guard, Mark Davis. Should he sub

for Jackson to support Iverson or for

Iverson himself?

60LDIN STATE IDTASRIOeS
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The Suns climbed out of an early 0-8 hole

to finish 40-42 last year, largely due to

good coaching and wise trading. Now that

the team has a rebuilt lineup, you can focus

on tactics. Jason Kidd and 10-year veteran

Kevin Johnson will provide quick ball han-

dling, leaving Cliff Robinson, Antonio
McDyess and Rex Chapman free to punch

through your opponents' defense to

accept passes and take shots.

mum

You'll start your virtual '97-'98 season with a

lineup that was revamped just last year. This

squad should give you a solid season without

major worries. Rasheed Wallace will do well

for you as your starting power forward, but

you should also give Jermaine O'Neal a

chance in that spot, perhaps every third

game. If Brian Grant doesn't live up to your

expectations after a few games, put him on

the bench and make O'Neal a regular starter.

ft

With all the roster shuffling last season,

here's another case of a team building a

record and a reputation from the ground up

this season. Though they don't have any

stats to show, you can put your trust in

starting guard Bobby Jackson and reserve

center Tony Battie (a very promising first-

round draft pick). Eric Williams can be

effective on both offense and defense, and

Anthony Goldwire should provide good
backcourt support.

S»«F n. rrrsBtT© kuhfss?

V±NMjV

Your first order of business as coach will be
to shuffle the starting lineup. Bring up either

Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf or Terry Dehere to

replace Bobby Hurley, and then switch either

Olivier Saint-Jean or Corliss Williamson with

Billy Owens. Owens is actually quite versa-

tile, and he'll function well as one of your top

substitutes. The aim here is to provide sup-

port for Mitch Richmond, one of the top
scorers in the NBA.

ibaili,a8 MiaweaieKS

If you want a challenge, then the Mavs are

the squad for you. They went through a

complete overhaul last season, and the

current roster is still largely untested as a

team. Erick Strickland, an undrafted free

agent until the Mavs signed him, should

take a starting spot half of the time, swap-
ping a space on the bench with Hubert

Davis. Shawn Bradley should concentrate
on blocking (248 last season), while

Michael Finley takes the point on scoring.

8SIFPF C-nx^c-C-

If Jim Mcllvaine isn't earning his salary,

rotate Sam Perkins or Jerome Kersey into

his starting spot and work your tactics

around three forwards. David Wingate and

Dale Ellis are more than capable subs for

Hersey Hawkins and Gary Payton, and

they'll likely hit lots of 3-pointers when
they're fresh off the bench. Payton's speed

is commanding, but he'll tire faster and take

a bit longer to recover than the others.

^ NINTENDO POWER
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Though not a division leader, the

Timberwolves do show a pretty good set

of offensive teeth when worked properly.

Tom Gugliotta, Kevin Garnett and Stephen
Marbury can all average 10+ points per

game consistently, and with a little prac-

tice on passing and set-up, Sam Mitchell

and Stanley Roberts will do the same.

As we've said all along, depth is important,

and the Rockets have it in spades. Aside

from the terrific rebounding and scoring

S
)u'll get with Charles Barkley, Hakeem
lajuwon and Clyde Drexler, you'll also

have Matt Moloney's steady ball handling

and Mario Elie's 3-point shooting. Othella

Harrington, Brent Price and Emanual Davis

will also put upsome impressive numbers.

Don't let the Spurs' measly 20 wins in the
'96-'97 season fool you. They were plagued

by repeated injuries to key members of the

team, including forward David Robinson, but

that's something you won't have to worry
about. If Robinson or rookie Tim Duncan
can't push his way through to the hoop, let

Vinny del Negro and Avery Johnson run

with the ball until something opens up.

The Jazz had a record of 64-18 last year,

second only to the Bulls' record of 69-13.

Without Michael Jordan to lead the Bulls (at

least in your virtual season), the Jazz will

have an even better chance of grabbing a

championship season. Scoring is never a

problem for double-digit shooters Karl

Malone, John Stockton and Bryon Russell,

and you can count on Malone and Greg

Ostertag to rebound when you need it most.

STAkTING'ilNEWPS

STARTING LINEUPS
IMUCOUUER GRIZZLIES

(srariwsfcgRfs

With a record like 14-68 for the '96-'97

season, there's nowhere for the Grizzlies

to go but up. Luckily, it looks like they can
do better, especially if you base your

offense around Shareef Abdur-Rahim, Otis

Thorpe and Bryant Reeves. Pete Chilcutt,

Tony Massenburg and Blue Edwards will

provide good backup. If you need to spark

some action, bring in the subs near the end
of the first or second quarter.

After several fantasy seasons, we realize that

winning here, as in real life, depends on seeing

what your fellow players can and will do on their

own. If you can't set up a play yourself, you'll

have to trust that if you pass around the

backcourt, then, say, . .

Alonzo Mourning will Ulst ol

try to get open for a play. [V“y|
It's that simple and that I

—

I

complex, all at once! _ »
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COMPLETING OCEAN'S LONG-AVAITEO ACTION THRILLER ONCE SEEMED TO BE AN IMPOSSIBLE

MISSION. BUT A NET.

1 DEVELOPMENT TEAM AND A SHARPER FOCUS IS SET TO PAY OFF SOON

MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE

TURNS OUT TO BE MORE

THAN A 3-0 ROMP flttj

GADGETS AND GUNS.

LOOSELY BASED ON

IKE KIT MOVIE. IKE

GAME CAPTURES THE

essence of mi made

Ml SO COMPELLING: THE

COMPLEXITY Of IKE

MISSIONS. THE GADGETS

AND IMF TEAM MEMBERS
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[In any 3-D game, the perspectives or camera angles play an important role. Unlike

[the first-person perspective of GoldenEye 007, Ml uses several variations of third-

[person perspectives. When you're moving quickly, the camera gives a wide angle

; view so that you

see where to go. II

^ 4 ' -jl you

;

l lie camera ( loses in

<S ^ .Y,f- .
—

immediate vicinity. TAHING ATM.

When you activate the close-up view for targeting and shooting,

your character becomes transparent and a cross-hair appears.ETHAN TG AbWAYS IN VIEW.

Tom Cruise's starring role is your
starring role, as well. Ethan is the

first choice for every mission.

The AFS sends
secure messages
to team members.
A blinking light on

the item selector

indicates an incom-
ing message.

In the new design of Ml, the development team at agents rely on you to carry out objectives and support

Infogrames has concentrated its efforts on IMF team mem- their efforts. Before the game begins, you are introduced

hers and dynamic missions. As super agent Ethan Hunt, to the three main team members by way of dossiers, but

you'll be teamed with specialists on each operation. These other agents may also be involved in the mission.

Agent Clutter is a mountaineer
and technical specialist versed

in explosives and radio.

This Phelps is no traitor. He
directs and coordinates all

operations in the field.

3) 80j?0 OotP 8De D038 <
No Mission: Impossible operation would be complete by Ethan, while others must be handed over to techni-

without sophisticated equipment. You'll begin each mis- cal wizards such as Clutter. The range of items is impres-

sion with some items, but you'll have to collect other sive, too, from explosives to communications devices to

items along the way. Some devices can be used directly cool hi-tech gizmos like the night vision goggles.

To escape from the

submarine base,

you'll need these

goggles to help you

navigate in the dark.
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In Mission: Impossible, you don't have to shoot everyone.

In fact, doing so would probably be a bad idea since you'll

need to conserve ammo and stay under cover. You'll begin

the first mission with a silenced 9mm pistol and one clip

of bullets. More weapons can be picked up from fallen

enemies, but don't expect to

find guns on all of them, or I
boxes of ammo, either. This

isn't Doom. Stealth is better be & ;

than muscle in most cases. If !

you have more than one tei =
weapon, you can scroll f

9MM PISTQb,
SlbENCED

After you blow op Ihe power of secondary 0bjcc-
plant, your objective is to regroup

with the\>thers. It's not over yet. fives. In fact, you

need to consult the

mission objectives list frequently, because new objec-

tives are added as the situation changes. While you're in

the field, you can check the physical location of objec-

tives on your radar. Red dots indicate objectives while

green dots mark other team members. Communicating

with other team members can also be an important way

to determine objectives and priorities.

Collect the AFS and

check the objectives list.

A green message means
success. Once you've

returned the unit, you'll be

in contact with Phelps.

You've arrived at your destination, you '
)|| -WMlTIfl

j

know your objectives, and the team is

waiting for you to do the impossible.

The first objective is to locate the AFS

communications device on the docks, I
. then return it to Jim

I

4
Phelps back at the

1

pier. Using the radar locator £52“ 5
~rr"‘

on-screen, you'll search for the
e! ft'

Jjj
item while avoiding or dis-

1 patching enemy ||!

. guards. Once -
I o , ..... you succee(| and return the device,

you will be linked to Phelps for

’ further instructions.

With the mission

clearly in mind,

you'll track down
the AFS using the

radar. The hint

message helps you

locate the item.

60) NINTENDO POWER



No matter how careful you are,

you won't be able to avoid

every fight. When you run out

of bullets, you'll have to use

your fists.

Not all guards are created

equal. Two shots will finish

off the greenies, but the blue

guards in this guardhouse can

take six hits apiece.Guards patrol the nuclear base
while search lights roam the

grounds. If you step into the

light, you'll trigger an alarm and
bring guards running.

Watch out for the trucks driving

around the base. If you step into

their paths, you'll see your char-

acter from the driver's view
before getting hit.

Although there were limited missions included also adds to the thrill. As for the graphics, they

in our alpha version of Ml, we were impressed may not be quite as polished as GoldenEye yet,

by the depth of game play. Like GoldenEye 007, but they are looking good. At its current rate of

Ml goes beyond the realm of 3-D shooters and development. Ocean hopes to have Mission:

delivers a much richer experience. The use of Impossible in the stores by May. We hope so,

the classic Mission: Impossible theme music too. After all, anything's possible.

Although objectives may change on every operation, basic actions remain the same. Your ability to

run, jump, walk, and crouch never changes. The game also makes use of the analog Control Stick

* il)

asked to use gadgets. The item selector in the lower left part of

|

the screen allows you to scroll through all your gadgets and

weapons. You can also access a menu for viewing objectives,

! the briefing, items and team member profiles.

Ethan must navigate all Giving Dowey the
sorts of terrain, so the w jre cutters,
ability to jump is vital.

Setting the detonator. 1

pranl
MB | a E



©1998 Nintendo.

Bad may be good, at least according

U I lo Wario, but good things rarely hap-

M I pen to our bad boy no matter how09 bad he is. In Wario Land II, Captain

r Syrup and her annoying friends have

run off with Wario's treasure and left his castle in a fright-

ful state. Nintendo Power has mapped out the basic route from

Wario's place through 52 improbable stages to Syrup Castle. Along the

way, every bad thing you can imagine will happen to Wario. But even

if Wario doesn't have a good time, you will.

THE GREAT TREASURE HUNT
In the Treasure Game, you have a few
seconds to memorize the appearance of

an enemy character, then you have to

match it to one of the eight figures that

briefly appear. You can win back 50 of

Wario's treasures.The upside of Wario's insanity is

that he can shoot down enemies.

Zombie Wario can fall between
stones in the floor. Sunlight

cures him. The star symbol shows the entrance to a Treasure Game.

^ NINTENDO POWER
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TURN Orr THAT ALARM CLOCK!
Wario slept soundly while his castle was burgled, but now the

alarm clock is ringing and he can't find it anywhere. Your main

mission is to turn off the clock. You

should collect Wario's hidden stash of

coins, as well. Try bashing through all

the walls.

BAT ATTACK!
One bat drops a lead weight that

flattens Wario; the other picks him
up and steals coins.

The first chapter of Wario's desperate scramble to

recover his treasure begins at home in his castle.

He must deal with the mess left behind by Captain

Syrup's cronies. Some of the monstrous misfits are

still hanging around, too.

WARIO LAND II

The currents are too strong for Wario to swim
forward, but he can swim downward to reach
these hidden coin chambers.

TURN orr THE CIANT EAUCET
r

The thieves left the water running in the castle and it's

filled up the lower floors. Now Wario has to take a page
from Mario's book and do some plumbing. The first job is to

turn off the faucet. He’ll have to swim in some areas and
float on furniture in others.
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THE BIG DRIP
How do you turn off the

faucet? You can’t twist the

handle, so the next best thing

is to charge into it from the

side repeatedly.

1 LET THE WATER OUT
""

I Conveniently, Wario's Castle has a drain. Unfortunately,

it's blocked by a stopper. Your job is to uncork the castle

and let the water out. Use the slide-and-roll move down the stairs to

reach the stopper.

I . xi-iSi
. i*8 si . II

sMrt ikwh
BUBBLE TROUBLE
Only the big bubbles can carry you up
through the current, but if you hit a

ledge they'll pop.

V

1.4 GO DOWN TO THE CELLAR
— 7 Before leaving the castle in search of the

vandals, Wario heads down to the cellar to pick

up more of his scattered coin collection. The big danger here
comes from above in the form of falling blocks, although in some
places being flat is better than being fat.

PUMPING UP
You'll have to gain some thin

out before you can make it

through the door. A drop of

water or a bat can restore

Wario's shape.

BATS IN THE
BASEMENT

These bats have nothing

better to do all day than

drop blocks. If you jump on a

block, you can jump from the

top to reach more coins.

NINTENDO POWER



COIN HEAVEN
Leave a stairway of blocks intact so
you can hop up to reach the coins at

the top of this room.

WARIO LAND II

DEFEAT THE
GIANT fNAKE

Six stomps on the head of the giant

snake will knock him out cold, but one
bite will send Wario back to start the

fight over. Just stay clear of those fangs.

4 _ ESCAPE FROM
f'f- THE WOOD!

Wario battles penguins with insanity

bombs, little fire-breathing dragons and
plenty of obstacles in the woods.
Luckily, it's a short trip and you'll soon
be aboard the S.S. Tea Cup.

1 1 GET IN TUE
cup

Getting aboard the good ship Tea Cup
isn't as easy as it sounds. You'll have to

swim through caves, then hop onto the

backs of flying gulls, and finally evade
hungry eels.

ANCHOR
Once you reach the bilge room,

you'll find the anchor resting on

the edge, ready to drop into the

sea. Give it a Wario rush and knock
it over the side to stop the S.S.

Tea Cup.

RETURN TUE HEN
TO HER NEFT

To reach the hen, you'll have to slide

and roll through the low passage and
use spiked beetles to break the

blocks. Once you find her, carry her or

follow her back to the nest.

4 \ DEFEAT
DODO

When Bobo takes a hit on the head, he

gets so upset that he causes a strong

wind to blow up from below. To avoid

being blown out of the stage, just push
downward to resist the wind.

It's yo, ho, ho and a bottle of scum for Wario when he takes to sea

in pursuit of Captain Syrup. But before Wario drops anchor, he'll

have to catch a chicken and work his way through the mysterious

woods. Once aboard the Tea Cup, Wario must stop the ship and

defeat a mad gull.

GAME

BOY



SET TO MAZE WOOD*
The only way to cross the sea is in the clutches of an owl. Hit

the owl and then jump up so it grabs Wario. You can steer the

owl, but it's tricky since it never stops and you have to keep correcting

your course. The enemy birds won't hurt the owl, but one hit on Wario

sends him falling into the water.

BAD COINS
Wario loves coins, but avoid

the coins stamped with the

letter "U." They will carry

DEFEAT THE WANT 1PEAR MAN
You'll be deep in the forest now, so you'll have to use some
woodcraft. That includes using the fire dragon to burst through

fire blocks and riding on the backs of turtles. When you need to reach a

high ledge, jump from on top off an overturned enemy.

NINTENDO POWER



WARIO LAND II

Carry the fire dragon to

the upper ledge before

igniting Wario and breaking

through the wall. NOTHING TO
SPEAR

Keep stomping on Spear

Guy’s head or drop on him

from above. Wario has
nothing to fear.

THROUGH THE THORNY MAZE
7 This area is a test of your owl-piloting skills. One touch of a

thorn and Wario will drop to the forest floor and you won’t
reach the exit. In addition to thorns, you'll encounter bad birds that try to

dive -bomb Wario.

ESCAPE FROM THE
MAZE WOODS

Ride the turtles, smash the blocks, hop on baddies and

collect coins. One new enemy blows Wario up like a

balloon. In the final area with the exit door, you need to

slide and roll, then jump in ball form to reach the blocks

and break through to the door.

106 ft



_ _ DEFEAT THE
CIANT BEE

Hop on the giant bee's head then prepare

for the wee bees that pop out of the

two honeycombs. Hit the small bees
from the side or top, but don't let them
sting wario's head.

The town level has more variety than the rest of the levels put together,

but it isn't very hard to find your way through it. In the building areas,

keep heading up and look for open windows. In the factory, throw

switches to reverse the conveyor belts. And in the end

you've never played before.

m i STOP THAT
'5*7' TRAIN!

The key to getting through the train

is to reach the roof and explore every

hole that drops back into the train.

DOWN IN THE
CELLAR

The many Syrup chefs in this area may
have fattening cake, but that's just what
Wario needs to reach the basement.

ANYONE
FOR

' B-BALL?
Hop on the rabbit, then stand

to the right of the basket as

shown in the screen shot and

shoot. Three hoops win it all.

UP ON THE
ROOFTOP!!

EfCAPE FROM
TUE FACTORY

Jump from ledge to ledge while

.avoiding the bottles that come
winging out of the windows.
Remember to go inside, too.

Explore each area of the factory with

the switches thrown both ways and
you'll find all the hidden secrets.

C| The final and longest area takes you into’

and through Captain Syrup's castle. Wario

must deal with mazes, enemies, ghosts and ducks, not to

SET TO THE CATTLE

mention the captain herself. You'll need to use all the skills

you've mastered up to this point, and more, if you hope to

recover the treasure.

To make this cruise by turtle

extra special, Captain Syrup
has put spikes along the route. Keep
your head low and watch your jumps.

You'll also travel by owl, and you’ll have

a chance to find some hidden coin rooms.

© NINTENDO POWER



WARIO LAND II

Some new enemies like Pogo Guy show up in the castle to

give Wario a warm welcome. Expect lots of jumps and
breakthroughs. You'll also meet ghosts for the first time.

To recover from being Zombie Wario,

step into the shafts of light.

When you transform into

Tiny Wario, you actually

can jump higher. Use this

trick to reach all the coins.
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DEFEAT FOUR DUCKS
J Four ducks in four rooms hold the key to progressing

farther in the castle. Wario's mission is to defeat

each of the four, mighty fowl. A switch room in the middle of the

staircase gives you access to all four rooms. When you defeat

the fourth duck, you'll warp automatically to the next stage.

The mice are the key here.

Carry one up to the top

hall and jump off it to get

over the obstruction.

m NINTENDO POWER



WARIO LAND II

THE FINAL BATTLE
Captain Syrup hovers

overhead in a weird fly-

ing contraption while she drops burn-

ing beetles on Wario. At the same
time, columns of fire shoot up from
the floor. Use the beetles to hit Syrup,

then, when they become explosive,

throw them into the fire.

REACHING THE
HEIGHTS

After stomping Pogo Guy, carry

him up to the middle ledge, then

have him bounce you to the top

where you can get the coins.

PUZZLING PICS
Every time you win a piece of the puz-

zle in the number identification game,

it fills in one piece of a larger picture.

You'll have to go to all 52 stages to fill

in every piece of the puzzle.

With this strategic review you should be able to reach the

end of Wario Land II, but there are other routes you can take.

Some of the special routes pass through just a few stages.

You can even go straight from the One Noisy Morning

stage to the Invade Wario Castle stage. Future issues

of Power will cover the special routes. For now, just

have fun being bad.

The treasure map shows
cov-

GAME

BOY



WHRT'S THE BEST WHY TO CRUSH LIZARD KORC?

I
izard Kong is the king of Jungle

Land. To defeat this boulder-toss-

ing, chunky monkey, avoid the

rocks he throws at you and use your

tongue to grab the butterflies flying at

your head. As Lizard Kong raises his

arms and pounds his fists against his

chest, shoot the butterflies. If you hit

Lizard Kong, he'll stumble backward.

Keep dodging and shooting until you've

pushed Lizard Kong into the pit.
The blue butterflies in this stage will hurt you

if you bump into them. Grab them with your

tongue and shoot them at Lizard Kong.

Shoot the butterflies when Kong pounds
his fists against his chest. Keep shooting

until he falls backward into the pit.

3 ; HDHI DP I SQUASH QUEER ART?
||

|T|

Q
ueen Ant reigns over all of Ant

Land, and if you're not careful,

you'll end up as her court jester.

The purple monarch will spin around

the royal chamber and order several

ants to attack you. Maintain your dis-

tance from the queen, then shoot your

tongue at the post in the center of the

room. Swing around the post to trip the

queen, then quickly grab the ants with

your tongue and shoot them at the

Queen Ant before she gets back up.

Move away from the queen and wait for

her to continue the battle As long as

you keep some space between you and

her royal highness, you should be able

to survive long enough to hit her five

times and defeat her.

Move away from her highness when she jumps
about and orders her warriors to attack.

Shoot your tongue at the post in the center of

the room, then swing around and trip the queen.

Grab an ant with your tongue and shoot it at the

fallen Queen. She'll surrender after five hits.

NINTENDO POWER



AEROFIGHTERS ASSAULT

IS THERE RR EASY WRY TO BLAST BAZEEL?

V
es. First, don't waste time blasting the

small tanks—in the desert, just elimi-

nate the ones around Bazeel. There

are two ways to attack the giant tank: You

can stay above 600 meters and dodge the

tank's fire, or you can fly up behind it, very

low to the ground, and use your special

weapons on the tank's weak rear armor.

Either way, if you're fast enough to destroy

the tank in daylight, you'll move on to the

Shuttle Defense Bonus Stage. If you stay above 600 meters, you'll be able to

dodge most of Bazeel's anti-aircraft guns.

Fly low to the ground and use your special

weapon on the tank's weak rear armor.

T]j H 0 III ED I Sinn LEUIflTHfln? [ ["?
j

I
eviathan is actually one of

two submarine dreadnoughts

patrolling the Pacific Ocean. Its

sister ship, Krakken, surfaces a few sec-

onds after you sink Leviathan. Before

you engage the Leviathan, stay high

and destroy the fleet's fighter support.

The enemy fighters in this stage are

capable of inflicting more damage than

surface defenses. Start your attack run

from a high altitude over Leviathan,

then dive down, targeting the ship's

weak spots with your special weapon.
After you fire your weapons, quickly

pull up to avoid the anti-aircraft fire

from the surrounding fleet. You proba-

bly won't have any special weapons
left for Krakken, so keep repeating your

dive bombing attack using your main

weapon and take out the helicopters

Dive bomb attacks work the best on the dread-

noughts and get you clear of theAA defenses.

surrounding the ship. If you score more
than 1,700,000 before you sink

Krakken, you'll earn a trip to the Air

Landing Bonus Stage.

/ N

Krakken will surface after you sink Leviathan.

Blast the helicopters before you attack.

?
j

I KEEP RUnninG PUT DF TIfflE III THE FORTRESS STAGE!
||

|T]|

V
ou'll have a scant 900 seconds to

demolish the fortress before the

enemy activates it's Super

Weapon. Since you're on a tight time -

table, you should take a moment to pri-

oritize your targets before you start the

mission. The first thing you should do
is locate and destroy the four force

field generators. You'll find one in each

corner of the mission area. Destroying

the force fields allows your wingmen to

attack the fortress defenses. Your sec-

ond target should be the guns around

the fortress, but don't try to eliminate

every strong point-the Super Weapon
will automatically fire if the enemy's

air defense network goes down. Save

your special weapon for the third and

final target, the main fortress. After you

deplete your special weapon, switch to

your main weapons and continue

Destroy the four Fortress force field genera-

tors located at the corners of the mission area.

attacking the fortress until it's

destroyed. If you've completed the Air

Landing and Shuttle Defense stages,

you'll be able to fly on to the Goliath

Defense Bonus Stage.
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H011J DO I GET TO THE SPREE COURSES ROD 0PE11 T.T.’S DOOR?

Y
ou're asking about Future Fun Land,

an advanced stage in the game. You'll

have to have all four Gold Trophies

and beat Wizpig to get there. If you do,

drive up to the the trophy sign on the beach.

Once you get there, you'll probably want to

know what it takes to open the T.T. Time

Trial Door. To get inside, you'll need to have

all 47 Balloons and the four pieces of the

T.T. Amulet. There are no warps or tricks for

reaching these areas, so start racing! Bronze and silver prizes won't get you into

Future Fun Land—you need four Gold Trophies.

To get inside T.T.'s Door, you need 47 Balloons

and ail four pieces of the T.T. Amulet.

HHi j

fflHEHE IS THE KEV III SHERBET ISLAiiD?
|| J’j

S
herbet Island's key is located on the

Crescent Island course. You'll find it

in the water a little way past the

starting line. From the start, stay to the

a

Crescent Island's watery course is where you'll

need to look to find the Sherbet Island key.

left when the track splits and drive along

the water. After a short distance, the land

veers to the right, but you want to con-

tinue your heading straight out into the

After you start, stay left and follow the water.

You'll get your wheels wet on the beach.

water. Keep the coast on your right and

you'll float past a small alcove carved

out by the surf. Put on the brakes and

look inside the alcove for the key.

Keep going straight, keeping the land on your

right and you'll spot this alcove and the key.

Before you ring the bell on the drawbridge, drive

over and pick up the three Blue Balloons.

^ NINTENDO POWER

You must ring the bell to raise the drawbridge.

Gently nudge the bell with your vehicle.

After the bridge is raised, press the Z Button to

blast up the ramp to the key on this platform.

HIHERE IS THE KEV in DRHGOR FOREST?

D
ragon Forest's key is in the Boulder

Canyon course. To get the key, you

need to ring the bell to raise the

drawbridge, then race up the bridge to

find the key on a platform. From the start-

ing line, follow the road to the first bridge,

then cross it and collect the three Blue

Balloons. Turn around and drive back to

the bridge and bang the bell with your

vehicle. Once the bridge is raised, press

the Z Button to use your balloons and

shoot toward the bridge deck. If your tim-

ing is right, your vehicle will go up the

steep ramp and you'll find the key on a

slanted platform near the top of the wall.
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UIHAT IS TIItlE ATTACK A10DE?

S
sshh! Geez, just blab about it to

everyone! Time Attack Mode is a

secret game mode not even men-

tioned in the DKL3 instruction manual.

It's a racing game where players can

shoot for fast times by running, rolling

and pouncing through twelve different

stages. To reach Time Attack mode,
you'll need to find all the DK Coins and

Clocks in the game. Once you have the

goods, Time Attack will appear on your

game's main menu.

You’ll need to get all the DK Coins and Clocks
to play DKL3's Time Attack Mode.

Time Attack Mode lets players try for the

fastest times on twelve different stages.

HDUI DO 1 FILLET BARBOS in CAPE CODSWALLOP? a
B

arbos is the head clam in Barbos

Bastion, the last stage you'll find in

Cape Codswallop. When you begin

the battle, Barbos will shoot a lurchin at

you. Wait for the lurchin to stop chasing

you, then wait for it to open. As the

lurchin opens, jab it with your nose to

send it careening back at Barbos. This will

aggravate the giant clam and he'll shoot a

wave of three lurchins out at you. If you

can swim directly above Barbos, you'll

find a safe spot. Wait for the lurchins to

pass, then move out and jab the next

lurchin back at Barbos. He'll surrender if

you hit him three times.

Wait for this solitary lurchin to slow and

open, then bounce it back into Barbos.

You'll find a safe spot directly above Barbos. Hide

here when he shoots three lurchins out at you.

Barbos will flee his underwater hideout after

you bounce three lurchins off his tough hide.

In the USB Call:

1-9DQ-2B8-D7D7
(S1.50 per minute. Callers under 18

|
need parental permission to call.)

Q&A FAST FACTS In Canada Call:

1

- 900 - 951-9500
($2.00 per minute. Callers under 18

need parental permission to cal I.)

HUTOmOBILI LARIBORGHIBI miSCHIEF BIBBERS RFL QUARTERBACK CLUB '98

Q Hey! The steering's too sensitive. I'm all

over the road!

A: Select "Semi Analog on the Controller

Options Menu.

Q: How do 1 get the Reverse Tracks?

A: Win the Championship on Expert level.

Q: How many extra cars are in the game?

A: six.

Q: How cornel keep losing my Gem when 1

exit the level?

A: Don't pause and exit the level. You need to

exit through a Blue Exit Star.

Q: What do the grades A through D mean?

A: The higher the grade, the faster you com-
pleted the level. There's even an "S" grade

for super-fast!

Q : Which 1998 team is the best in the game?

A: The Green Bay Packers.

Q : Why isn't my best player in the Season
Leader stats?

A: You substituted him and put him in a posi-

tion that he doesn't play in real life. The
game tracks the players only according to

the positions that they play.
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Welcome to the 1997 Nintendo Power Award nominations, where you, our
readers, tell us what you think were the best and brightest games of 1997.
Check each category, mark your choices on your Player's Poll card and send it

in. We'll announce the winners in our May issue. If you vote, you'll also be
entered into the Player's Poll contest automatically, so you could win big, too!

A BESt GiyflPMiCS
I

Textured polygons are becoming the norm

rather than the exception, and more and more

games are featuring full 3-D environments.

Technology doesn't mean a thing, though,

if there's no creativity and artistry to back it

up. In your opinion, which of these titles

represents the best combination of art

and science?

1 . Diddy Kong Racing

2. FIFA Road to the World Cup '98

3. GoldenEye 007
4. NFL Quarterback Club '98

5. San Francisco Rush
6. Star Fox 64
7. Top Gear Rally

8. Turok: Dinosaur Hunter

B BEst sounp 1

What would your games be like without the

low rumble of a car's engine, the excited

cheers of a sell-out crowd or the sharp crack

of enemy gunfire? Pretty boring, actually.

Sound effects and music combine with a

game's graphics to draw you into the action

and create an interactive experience unlike

any other.

1. Clayfighter 63%
2. Diddy Kong Racing

3. Extreme-G
4. FIFA Road to the World Cup '98

5. GoldenEye 007
6. Star Fox 64
7. Tetrisphere

8. Turok: Dinosaur Hunter

(76) NINTENDO POWER



© BESt stoiyy 1

Whether it's a best-selling book, a blockbuster

movie or the latest hit video game, everybody

loves a good story. If you're looking for drama,

suspense, humor and, yes, even a little

romance, these titles won't disappoint.

1. Blast Corps
2. GoldenEye 007
3. Harvest Moon
4. Mischief Makers
5. Mortal Kombat Mythologies
6. Star Fox 64
7. Turok: Dinosaur Hunter

D most mnovfltivE I

1

The one constant in video games is that noth-

ing ever stays the same for long. Fans and

developers alike are always looking for the

next big thing in technology, concept and

design. But does "new" or "different" neces-

sarily mean "good"? That's up to you to decide.

1. Blast Corps

2. Diddy Kong Racing

3. FIFA Road to the World Cup '98

4. GoldenEye 007
5. Harvest Moon
6. Tamagotchi
7. Tetrisphere

When it comes to games, there's frustration

and then there's frustration. What's the dif-

ference? In the first case, you'll give a game

"just one more try"—a couple of hundred

times. In the second case, the Game Pak

ends up being a mighty fine coaster for your

cocoa. Rest assured that these nominees

are frustrating, but only in the best

possible way!

1. AeroFighters Assault

2. Blast Corps
3. Diddy Kong Racing

4. Duke Nukem 64
5. F-1 Pole Position

6. GoldenEye 007
7. Top Gear Rally

8. Turok: Dinosaur Hunter
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F BESt PLAY
COntRpL

Good play control means not having to think

about what you're doing. The controller

becomes an extension of you, and suddenly,

you're screaming down a twisting track, soar-

ing through the vastness of space or charging

downfield through a pack of defenders—at

least, that's what it feels like.

1. Diddy Kong Racing

2. FIFA Road to the World Cup '98

3. GoldenEye 007
4. Madden 64
5. Mario Kart 64
6. NBA Hangtime
7. Star Fox 64
8. WCW vs. NWO: World Tour

Racing was one of the hottest categories of 1 997.

Though the selection of titles ranged from whim-

sical adventures to fairly serious sims, they all

focused on speed, speed and more speed. The

only question now is deciding which one pushed

you to the speed limit.

1. Automobili Lamborghini

2. Diddy Kong Racing

3. Extreme-G
4. F-1 Pole Position

5. Mario Kart 64
6. Multi Racing Championship
7. San Francisco Rush
8. Top Gear Rally

There are no second stringers in the lineup, so

you know the competition is going to be very

fierce. These games have many impressive inno-

vations and entertaining features, but only one of

them will take home the gold!

1. FIFA Road to the World Cup '98

2. International Superstar
Soccer 64

3. Madden 64
4. NBA Hangtime
5. NFL Quarterback Club '98

6. The NHLPA & NHL Present Wayne
Gretzky's 3-D Hockey '98

(78) NINTENDO POWER
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Automobili Lamborghini

Extreme-G

Top Gear Rally San Francisco Rush

[piolrn IuMwIxIyIzj
Wheel of Fortune WCWvs. NWO: World Tour

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter
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AeroFighters Assault GoldenEye 007



Top Gear Rally

GoldenEye 007
If a game is designed and programmed to use

the Rumble Pak properly, you'll not only be

able to see and hear the action on screen,

you'll be able to feel it as well. These are the

games that registered big on our Richter scale.

1. Automobili Lamborghini
2. Diddy Kong Racing

3. GoldenEye 007
4. Multi Racing Championship
5. San Francisco Rush
6. Star Fox 64
7. Top Gear Rally

8. WCW vs. NWO: World Tour

Whether you're looking for serious game play

help or simply a bit of fun, codes can make a

bad game tolerable and make a good game

even better. Which type of code or trick do

you prefer?

1. The Big Cheat
(Tfcirok: Dinosaur Hunter)

2. Helmet Car (Top Gear Rally)

3. Ned the Janitor
(Mace: The Dark Age)

4. No Radar (GoldenEye 007)
5. Star Quarterbacks

(NFL Quarterback Club '98)

R BESt HERP
I ORJHERpmE
This year's nominees for Best Hero or Heroine

include such perennial favorites as Mario and

Fox McCloud. We can't wait to see how these

video game veterans fare against the likes of

Pipsy, Turok and a certain British secret agent.

1. Bomberman (Bomberman 64)
2. Boogerman (Clayfighter 63%)
3. Fox McCloud (Star Fox 64)
4. James Bond/007

(GoldenEye 007)
5. Marina Liteyears

(Mischief Makers)
6. Mario (Mario Kart 64)
7. Pipsy (Diddy Kong Racing)

8. Turok (Tkirok: Dinosaur Hunter)

6. Zap the Zippers
(Diddy Kong Racing)
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The race for Worst Villain of 1997 also promises to be

very close and very interesting. The list of nominees

has everything from a mutant cyborg to a two-faced

terrorist to an extraterrestrial pig. We won't be taking

any bets on this one!

1 . Andross (Star Fox 64)
2. The Campaigner

(Tkirok: Dinosaur Hunter)

3. Dr. Kiln (Clayfighter 63%)
4. Janus/006 (GoldenEye 007)
5. Korax (Hexen)

6. Mother Demon (Doom 64)
7. Wizpig (Diddy Kong Racing)

P COOLESt itEm
I

OR^WEAPOn
|

Will you vote for something cool and sophisticated

like the Golden Gun, or would you rather go for the

intimidation factor and stuff a quad rocket launcher

in your holster? This list of gadgets and weapons

would make even Q himself green with envy.

1. The Flesh Gun (Doom 64)

2. Tek Arrows (Turok: Dinosaur Hunter)

3. The Golden Gun (GoldenEye 007)
4. Quad rocket launcher

(Tlirok: Dinosaur Hunter)

5. The Shrinker (Duke Nukem 64)

6. Sniper rifle (GoldenEye 007)
7. Wraithverge Staff (Hexen)

© THE GOLDEn
|

BAnPACE AWARJ?
Okay, admit it. Sometimes you make little noises to

go along with the action on screen. And maybe you'll

wince and say, "Oooo!" when someone pulls off a

good move or attack. And sometimes, well, you just

gotta scream, "Aaaahh-ow-oww! Now THAT
was GOOD!"

1. Boogerman's Flaming Fart Claytality
(Clayfighter 63%)

2. The Executioner's Axe Hook attack
(Mace: The Dark Age)

3. The Giant's Choke Slam attack
(WCW vs. NWO: World Tour)

4. The "groin smash" attack
(WCW vs. NWO: World Tour)

5. Grox's Ragdoll Throw attack
(War Gods)

6. Head shots (GoldenEye 007)
7. Morphix's Spinning Blade attack

(Dark Rift)

R. the moRj AnnoYinc
I

THAn THE SPiCE
|

Gin^LS AWARP
What could possibly have been more annoying in

1 997 than the Spice Girls, you ask? Take a look at the

list of features and phrases that made us cringe and

you tell us.

1. "Fox, get this guy off me!"
(Slippy, Star Fox 64)

2. "I'm coming in-hot!"
(Glenda, AeroFighters Assault)

3. "Oh-ow-ow-ow-ow!"
(Toad, Mario Kart 64)

4. "Try something else!"
(dispatcher, Blast Corps)

5. Most everything John Madden says
(Madden 64)

6. Having your car roll over and over and
over and over (Top Gear Rally)

7. Dennis Rodman always making 3-point
shots from the corner (NBA Hangtime)

VOLUME 106 ©



Harvest Moon

Tamagotchi Ken Griffey Jr. Presents:

Major League Baseball

Mole Mania

S BESt SUPERJ1ES GftlTIE

Even we were surprised to see the Super NES come back

for one more title fight in this year's Nintendo Power

Awards. Though the field of competitors was pretty small,

we felt it was only right to recognize the best of 1 997's 1 6-

bit games. If you haven't taken some of these games for a

spin, perhaps you should.

1. Arkanoid: Dob It Again
2. Brunswick World
Tournament of Champions

3. Harvest Moon
4. Kirby's Dream Land III

5. The Lost Vikings 2

T BESt G ftlTIE BOY G AIT1E

The Game Boy continues to amaze everyone with its

longevity, thriving far past the time that most video game

systems would have ended up in a corner of the closet or

used as cannon fodder in backyard war games. Perhaps the

continuing sales success of the hardware has something to

do with the quality of the software. Though the classic

Player's Choice games weren't eligible for nomination, we
think you'll like this crop of new titles just fine.

1. Donkey Kong Land 3
2. FIFA Road to the World
Cup '98

3. Ken Griffey ir. Presents:
Major League Baseball

4. Mole Mania
5. Tamagotchi
6. Tetris Plus

| Kirby's Dream Land III

I
Arkanoid: Doh It Again

I FIFA Road to the World Cup '9

BEST—T I ME—r 9 9 9. T\



San Francisco Rush

Diddy Kong Racing

FIFA Road to World

Cup '98Star Fox 64

Mario Kart 64

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter

GoldenEye 007WCW Vs. NWO: World Tour

Olticial Contest Rules.

No purchase necessary. To i

i to employees ol

VOLUME 106

NINTENDO
==POWER
AWARDS

U BESt 1164 GftlTIE
I

The N64 has emerged as the premiere video game plat-

form on the market today, due in large part to the

strength of its games. If there's any doubt, just check out

our list of nominees for Best N64 Game of 1997. Luckily

for us, available technology is finally catching up with

our fervid imaginations, and if these games are any indi-

cation, from here on, the sky's the limit!

1. Diddy Kong Racing
2. FIFA Road to World Cup ‘98
3. GoldenEye 007
4. Mario Kart 64
5. San Francisco Rush
6. Star Fox 64
7. Turok: Dinosaur Hunter
8. WCW Vs. NWO: World Tour

STAND
i

©

1 Winner
AN N64

t
£YSTEM

4 N64 Controllers
4 Controller Paks
4 Rumble Paks
10 N64 Games

2pd
Pme:

3rd
•Prize:
30 Winner*!

This year's
categoiy winner
of your choice

A Nintendo
Power T-Shirt

'j'JJj'JjjJiJ



Konami

Ime oti Game

Konami presents another creepy sneak insideiN^cu

Castle and, as with earlier Castlevania games^fte^i

scrolling action is full of zombies* y^^m
and other thingsgargoyles

that go bump in the night

The big news is that, this

pire-killer Sonia Belmont.

Armed with the trade-

,.<fi3yk Belmont whip and

her considerable wiles,

she's out to drop Dracula

Besides the whip, sou can I KmM H
al>o gather Soul Weapons IIn>j9 I

I

after defeating the guardian of BIH|a|_y‘jLJ^Ij
each level and upgrade them ——
using special items. You’ll have to learn to use your pow-

ers well—inside this castle things can quickly go from

bat...to worse.

THE LEGEND
The release of Castlevania

Legends is quite a mile-

stone, marking the tenth

anniversary of the series.

While Konami has

allowed for advances in

graphics and sound over

the years, its successful

blend of horror and

action has remained

largely unchanged. The

one significant develop-

ment for Castlevania

Legends is having a

female in the lead role.

It's nice to see that the

Belmonts have at least

one heroine in their ranks!



Make your way through the for-

est and graveyard to the castle,

grabbing the Axe along the way.

This final level serves up your

greatest challenge. You must
solve secrets and defeat Dracula.

Having entered the castle, you
must battle through libraries and

dining rooms to climb the tower.

Battle through elegant halls to

reach Alucard, Dracula's son, and

be sure to pick up Holy Water.

Shinny up chains and over gears
to gain the Dagger and access the

upper levels.

P©W£RrUPS
The drumstick is a life-

saving snack. Each level

has three or four pieces,

and they hit the spot when
you're low on life points

and need a pick-me-up.

Search them out when you

need new energy.

You can find Hearts in almost all the

candles you come to. Collecting

Heart marks enables you to extend
the use of your Soul Weapons. You
can continue to build your collection

of marks as you progress, but if

you're defeated, you'll have to start

again from scratch.

The 1-ups hidden in candles give

extra lives, so it's worth the trouble

to go out of your way to pick find

them. Each level has at least one.

STAGES & SPECIAL I+EmS

•*
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RfdUP Hip firVUJPIMrfl
You lie8in ou,sicle

'
hunting though bat-ridden graveyards and

Ul flVC UIG III Q GtJCII U
tom [jS to get to (^3 cast|e . Make sure you get the Axe before

you go on, and keep recharging with pieces of Meat. Try crouching to zap meanies on the ground,

and remember that hearts and other items (like Meat) will disappear if you don't grab them in time.

This area is infested with

bats. They'll fly for the

back of your head, so turn

around and whip when
they're in range or leap

and hit them in flight.

This is another white-candle trap, so don't fire at the slug and acci-

dentally land in a hidden room. If you do get trapped, crouch under a

rock where the zombies can t touch you.

A I rap! Never whip a

white candle or you'll

pJ5j££J5j^^^5 fall down a trap door

into a crowd of zom-

hies. If you do fall,

crouch under a plat-

form and fire away until you hit ten or so

and get freed.



FxnlOPP fhp Pnr,

r’lHflP cS
®nce y°u enter Ci,st le

' you'll encounter a whole new set

r of enemies, the strangest of which are the floating skulls.

They move only when you face away, so turn your back to bring them within firing range, turn

around to stop them, then leap and whip them down. Be sure to pick up the Pocket Watch before

you leave this floor of the castle.

You can’t jump
to the ledge to

get the Meat
unless you use

— your Burning”
” power here.

Press A and B simultaneously,

turn godlike, and charge up the

hill and through the pile of bones
for your treat.

The bridge collapses as you

cross it, which won’t be a

problem as long as you've

already picked up the

Pocket Watch. The candles

here aren't valuable, so
cruise across and let the

planks fall or carefully grab

the candles as you go, mak-
ing sure to stay ahead as
the bridge falls down.

Don't try to cross the spikes—the doors are closed anyway. To open them, climb

down the ropes to defeat the knight. Try standing on a step above him, where he
can't reach you when he charges, and fire at his sword until he falls. When you
climb back up, the spikes will be gone. Get ready to repeat these moves.

The Death Dragon is a fiery foe,

but his attack follows a pre-

dictable pattern. He fires top,

middle and bottom, then he leaps

and causes blocks to fall. Avoid

the blocks and zap his scaliness

between his fire attacks. It will

take 12 strikes with your whip to

bring him down.

VOLUME 106
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Level Three takes you inside Dracula's forbid-

ding Clock Tower, where you'll have to climb

chains and pendulums to reach the top. You'll

want to study the map, because you don't

want to get caught climbing towards a dead

end—if you have to retrace your steps, you'll

have to repeat your battles with all the mon-

sters you fought before. Plan your route, move

quickly and carefully, and clear those bats

from the belfry.

The Grim Reaper throws small, sharp

scythes from the large scythe he

holds. It's easy to hit him— just leap

and whip when he's settled on one

side—but it’s just as important to hit

the flying sycthes, which will bounce
around and into you. Whip them when
they're bouncing in the corners.

Another trap! You should

avoid this area entirely,

since there are no valu-

ables hidden in candles,

but if it’s too late, get in

the corner, kneel, and
whip at the various ene-

mies coming your way.

Casper they're not—
these unfriendly ghosts
are packing firepower.

Be sure to climb the

chains to grab the Meat
and the Dagger in the

area to the right.

There's a smaller

dragon to defeat in

this room, but just fall

down and crouch.

Shoot him when he's

pacing, then avoid the

fireballs he fires (or just whip them away).

Don't let him pace over you—this lizard

§P WXh
ill ,

“1



Sonia's next challenge brings her face-to-face with the son of

Dracula. Before you meet him, though, you'll have to destroy the

worms that crawl under the floor. Wait for them to emerge next to

you, then whip them. You'll also have to pluck the fire-shooting

flowers by jumping and striking.

CASTLEVANIA LEGENDS

TH£ T©P
EL©ffiR

I X Alucard, Dracula s son,

but that makes him nomhmh easier to defeat. Save
your Burn power to use here. Jump
the fireballs he throws and avoid his

dash lunge. Crouch to avoid his

sword, and catch him when he's not
a bat. It's also possible to trap him
against the left wall.

A warning

spikes: they're dead-
ly They cause more jfc'WT; ." l

damage than enemy
attacks, and once
you're on them, it’s

hard to get off. It's

better to take a hit from a bat than to lose
a life to a spike.

At this crossroads, make
sure that you go up and get
the Holy Water before you
head toward Alucard s

chamber. Be prepared for

bat attacks when you go
back down.

Again, beware of the white candles. Be very
careful in these rooms, because hitting a single
white candle could set you back. The last can-
dle holds a piece of Meat, but you don't want to

______ tip a white candle when you
whip at it. Wait until you're

iaj V standing next to the last one

|&Jr : to strike.

It's tempting to grab

that rope and sail

over the spikes, but

note the two knights

on the other side. Try

waiting on your

ledge, firing from a

crouch until they leave, then taking that

rope over.

[j Hi

nJ I r
r
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Dracula's Secret Passaqe
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3 The large empty room on this level is, at first, puzzling.

You'll have to fall into the room from above in order to trip a switch that opens a secret passage.

Although you can finish this level without even taking the passage, if you pass it by, you'll miss out

on a hidden stage and the Cross.

m THE CA+HEDRAJ,

Although the short
.
js

stalactites in this 'R; ' m
room pose no threat, reggSa '9

the longer ones will

gash your head if you jump into them. You'll

have to find a way to continue without hit-

ting the ceiling. Try standing on the third

step, pulling the Control Stick to the right,

then jumping.

When you enter the room
below, it will appear to be

empty. You’ll have to fall

from the left platform in the room above to

make things happen. Control your fall so

you land on the platform, shooting the

hanging candle along the way. The first

candle holds a Tup; the one on the plat-

form opens a secret passage

\JF- tj”?- |£ w .T ..£ l-Hwl
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mfm.

If you don't fall through the floor into the secret passage, you can continue to the right and enter

the lower map on this page. If you do go through the secret passage, you'll pass through the top

map before ending up in the area shown in the last map section here.

i

As soon as you enter and walk to the middle of this

room, you'll be frozen in your tracks. When the fire-

ball-pitching enemies surround you, stay low. Crouch
and turn left and right to attack. You'll have to defeat

ten before you'll be able to move on.

will teleport around the room flinging fireballs.

Later, he takes a giant form and sends only his gar-

goyle-like face flying around, shooting fireballs.

This will be a diffi-

cult battle, and it m m i

challenging without

a Power Two Whip,
4

the whip—and cross

your vampire-slayingHere's your last chance
at Meat, so crawl under

the flower before shoot-

ing the candle; other-

wise, you'll lose it.

RSS1H1



© NINTENL

BSm four Bubbles
In case you aren't already a fan of Bust-A-Move on the Super NES,

here's a brief description of the fun you're in for on the Game Boy:

You begin with a screen filled with various bubbles that you'll try to

clear by firing matching bubbles from below. If you can conned

three or more identical bubbles, they'll burst and disappear from the

playing field. Sounds simple, right? Right! You'll be simply overrun

with bubbles if you don't devise some clever strategies!

While this game gives you three great modes of play, they all have

one goal in common: To bust bubbles as quickly as you can! Most

importantly, try to fire your bubbles so they land next to any iden-

tical ones already on the screen. You'll often have to angle your

shots so they bounce off the wall into the right spots. If you're

aiming for a monumental score, try bouncing your bubbles off the

walls and hitting any pairs at the top of the screen. This will set

off a chain reaction, breaking all the bubbles with a single shot.



BUST-A-MOVE 2

'osaa i

START

Puzzle Uajne
The point of the Puzzle mode is to pick a path across a

grid of letters, with each letter representing five to ten

rounds of bubble-busting play. No one path is easier

than another, but the different levels become more dif- I ^
fit ult as you move up. The game will come to an end H
during any round if you get overrun with bubbles, but H
you can use up to nine credits to keep the game going. Just be sure that

you go to the Options screen and pick the maximum number of credits

before beginning the game!

In this mode you're trying to crffe an island by besting com-

puter-controlled critters at bubble busting in 13 separate

competitions. The real key

to break bubbles as quick- ^Fi'^l^|g|Vp

ly as possible. Every bub- J
bie you burst will be

added to the computer's

vice-

Iliutr AbbaU\
The Time Attack goal is to clear screens in record times. In

some rounds, if you look closely for patterns in the

arrangement of bubbles, you should

be able to clear the screen with just

a few shots. And if you can polish *

off a round quickly enough, you’ll
jj

f)U,IC)

be rewarded with a big bonus! i

There are 50 screens in all, but (

you'll get a password after each t

round so you can take breaks.

GAMEBOY



David Zermeno Ventura, CA 19:04.07

Patrick Trembly Chanute?KS 19:04.69

Michael Yau Pittsfield^ MA 19:05:40

hi. Enriques- Seutb-GaterCA 19:09.53-

Larry Marsh Rio Dell, CA 19:12.52

Ron Beardsley Lompoc, CA 19:12.92

_G. Scharnhorsl jFresno, CA £ ~ 19:14.5j»

"Michael Wittas Phoenix, AZ 19:16.33

|. Tirschmann Manitouwadgp, ON 19:20.81

STAR FOX 64
Most Venomian Units Destroyed (Vol. 103)

Chris Brown I

Dave Paradis#

Ti%.,
rt-ancois Gin^<

h "
Ryan Wacker

,.. ITim Johnson

- i John Roberts

Oak Creek, VVI 1 ,646

San Francisco, CA 1^53
Thetford-Mines, PQ 1,534

Wenatchee, WA 1,520

Andersonville, TN 1,512

Franklin,IN) 1,494

SUPER MARIO 64
CRUIS'IY USA
Best Coast-tQ-Coast Times (Vol. 102)

Gabe Becker

MikeVollmer —Great Bypd,^^#l 8:23.1

3

Ky|e Co|te{. ,

David Ramsey Loogootee, IN ‘

Ely Hsu Jacksonville, FL

Jonathan Plichta Milford, Ml
TraVfS'Allen " SpokanC,'WA

—

Jeff DerrenWerger Fishers, IN

Marty Silbiger Marietta, GA

Brentwood, TN.

Thrdp Rivers, CA
Cabot, AR

Bryan Larson

Aaron McDaniel

John Regan

Jimmy Riddle

Bobby Suknaic

Washington, NC
Camphill, PA

FEND0 POWER

Wheel of Fortune is part luck, part smarts

and part...well, fill in the blank. Spin

the wheel, give Vanna a run for herlap times for the SF track or '80s

tracks of your choice. If you

clock in with one of the top 25

times for any of the Bay City's six courses,

you'll enter Arena's winners'

circle along with four

Power Stamps.

money, then send us a photo

send us snapshots of your of your biggest winnings for

top scores for the Super NES a single round (one puzzle, not the

versions of Asteroids, entire

Battlezone,

Centipede, Missile Command, Super

Breakout and Tempest.

SAN FRANCISCO RUSH ARCADE'S GREATEST HITS:

THE ATARI COLLECTION 1

our this issue;.

If BAY CITY CONQUERING THE
I BLAZING CLASSICS
j. Send us your best Atari's classics from the



ENDGAME *<*****
If you're a real pro, then you've seen your share of game finales.

Can you identify what games these end scenes are from? (If you

don't want us to ruin the ending, you'd better just skip this part.

Otherwise, wait until next month when we'll reveal the answers.)

Thatcher Cueiph, ON
i Yang Moraga, CA

WAVE*RACE 64
J

;

Best Times for Sunset Bay (Vol. 102)
,

. Jammy Yoder Ridgely, WV ..

Justin Zabel Newark, DE
Mark Thompson Marysville, Ml
Nik Meeks Signal Mountain, TN

' EranCoirBelisle Pierrefonds, PQ
Matthew McHann Oklahoma City, OK
Travis Allen Spokane, WA
Bill Mc.Donnel Deslrehan, LA

,
Kan Zhu Tempe, <VZ

Michael Olmstead Wcstvillfe, NS
Mike Bogle Sherwood, OR

' Ron-Beardsley - - •tompr^ CA
Bill Border S.W. Masillon, OH
Nathanael Brown Fairport, NY
Patrick Howard Sinking Spring, CA
Brendan Sweeney Shaver, Lake, CA

Pd you havb V/wat it takbi?’ .

Send us challenge ideas or photos.af .your achigv.ements

for this month's Arena. If we use your suggestion or if

you're a top qualifier, you'll receive Super Power
Stamps and hav£ your name featured in NP (for a

Mattht

Christ!

ANSWER TO VOLUME 105

'qualifiers; surflo
SHADOW PLAY:

Ebisumaru from Mystical

Ninja Starring Goemon, pg.

This month's Quiz, Try This!,

and Hide & Seek are all just

for fun this time, so you don't

need to send in your guesses

or photos-well be printing

the answers here next

month.

E-mail us with challenges and suggestions at:

arena@nintendo.com

BEAT THE PROS
Nintendo's game testers play games
for a living, and their lightning fast

times for Diddy Kong Racing show
that they're doing their job pretty

darned well. See how you measure

up by comparing your times with

our pros' personal bests:

Ancient Lake

Boulder Canyon

Darkmoon Caverns

Greenwood Village

Haunted Woods

Spacedust Alley

Spaceport Alpha

DESIGN GRAPHICS
OBI AS

er. Lake, CA 1:09.809 OR send entries to:

Power Player's Arena, P.O. BOX 97033
Redmond, WA 98073-9733 jlI

J - _^ft -- — > if- J
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• Nintendo/96 Megabits

1 or 2 players simultaneous play

> Controller and Rumble Pak compatible

> 6 courses, 5 boarders, 6 modes

Extreme tun on the extreme machine.om From blizzards to dazzling sunlight, 1080"

Snowboarding creates a mountain environment so real that

you could freeze your tail off. The character animation looks

cool, too. Some of the effects, such as wake powder blowing

back at the screen, are almost enough to make you feel as if

you're on the slopes.

IJ^iitJil»llH;lilW Probably the most impressive part of the

game is the realistic play control. Like Wave Race 64, 1080"

Snowboarding recreates the feeling of its sport to an amazing

degree. The stunt control system is also similar to the one in

Wave Race 64.

IgilmaiiMiiil 1080"is pretty much a racing game with

a stunt mode thrown in. The courses are varied enough to

keep players hunting for the perfect line down the moun-

tain or shortcuts.

Whether you like freeriding or going

for Phat Air, you're

going to have fun in

1080". We would have

liked more courses and

a greater variety of runs,

but, of course, we're

never satisfied.

ETiHlihl The sound

effects of boards sliding,

scraping and swooshing over the course add a lot to the

reality. A Gen X sound track sets the tone.

IHhiiiiihiih Scott: This is the only way I'll ever

nail a 720' Air without breaking my back.

Henry: The snowboard feeling is excellent, and

the tricks add depth. Dan: Graphics. This game

is sick, dude!

GRl1PHIC5=a.O PLflE CantRQL=8.8 CfllTlE DESIGn=8.2 SRTISFflCTI0n=8.3 SDUnD=8.1

© NINTENDO POWER



Acclaim/96 Megabits

1 to 4 players simultaneous play

Controller and Rumble Pak compatible

NHL and NHLPA licenses

6 modes

Break away for a change of pace on the N64 ice.

£lWiH4-3

The close-up camera

angles look great, but

they don't provide a

good playing per-

spective. For that,

you must use the

higher camera posi-

tions. Unfortunately,

you lose detail while gaining a wide field of view. All

the graphics look better than the PSX version.

Response times for passing, shooting,

checking and other moves are good, but the actions

don't feel particularly realistic. Fighting is awkward.

Wlliiimj-HHll NHL Breakaway has it all-exhibitions,

four-player action, arcade mode, seasons, playoffs,

1^1 B
“

i TF

Rumble Pak compati-

bility-even international teams. The options for choosing

such things as offensive strategies and manual line

switching are great for hockey fans.

This game provides a very solid simu-

lation experience and several options that are superior

to the options in the Gretzky games. The action on the

ice, although more realistic in some ways, may not have

quite the electricity of Gretzky, with its emphasis on

fast, arcade action and high scoring.

HilUllil The limited use of the announcer doesn't

add much, but the sound effects are good if you

crank the volume.

H Scott: Hiring coaches and __
sending players to the hospital? It's almost a

hockey RPC. Henry: Tons of features.

GRflPHICS=7.8 PLAY C0nTRQL=7.3 GHttlE DESIGn=7.3 SflTISFflCTI0n=7.8 S0UnD=7.5

A monster PC hit explodes on the N64 scene.

HifililllM Good environments, ugly monsters. That

about sums it up. The use of 3-D monsters was one of the

big innovations when the PC version of Quake came

out. Things have come along way since then, but you

wouldn't know it from looking at the monsters in Quake

64. The environments are another story, especially the

play of light and shadow. It really sets the mood.

Quick movement and

the ability to jump

make for a more varied

experience than most

3-D shooters offer. You

can use cross-hairs and

even choose a reverse

I Control Stick option.

MilllWIMUfil
The N64 version of Quake is

This is a 3-D shooter with tons of guns and monsters running

amok. The multiplayer option gives players a sense of PC net-

work Death Matches, although on a limited scale.

The one-player game is intense and

challenging with some some cool stages. The multiplay-

er option was somewhat disappointing.

H»ltlll»< Although the original sound track has been

changed, the new N64 soundtrack of menacing mood

music is perfectly suited to the game.

tuna Henry: Between the darkness

and low frame rate, I need some aspirin. Paul:

If you haven't gotten sick of Doom and

Hexen, this is worth a look. Dan: The multi-

player mode is limited, but fun.

GRRPHICS=7.5 PLRP C0nTR0L=7.8 CflmE GESiCn=7.0 SflTISFRCTlOn-6.9 SQUnD=7.S
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Wario’s new adventure goes where no game has gone before.

Mifillliltm Some of

the best graphics

ever for a Game Boy

title give Wario Land

II richness and vari-

ety. The various spe-

cial forms that Wario

takes on work on

several levels. The

special forms are comic and they can be a strategic clue

to getting through a stage. Nintendo made good use of

the Super Game Boy by giving WL II good color palettes

and a fun border.

i^Tiiliai«llll;l«H Control is top notch, but as Wario

changes form, the controls can change, as well.

iniiiiain-iinil The "no-die" design means you never

have to start over at

the beginning of the
;

adds variety and puzzle-solving to the mix. Stages are

laid out to maximize variety and interest.

I In the tradition of previous Mario and

Wario games, it's fun, funny and challenging. What
more is there?

Banna The music is slightly twisted, comical and

perfectly suited to the likes of Wario. Although dis-

cordant, it works.

BEHB Scott: Some of the techniques

fighting bosses are very creative, and the puzzles

are often mind-bending. Terry: The different

routes in the game increase the replay value.

Marty: It's a Mario game. Paul: If you like

side-scrollers, you've nothing to lose.

GPMPHICS=7.8 PLlW C0nTR0L=7.3 GmE DESIGn=7.7 SflTISFACTlEin=7.7 SCJUnD=6.7

Transylvanian terror has never been better.

HiEliliim Konami did an excellent job of recreating

the classic Castlevania look one more time. The SGB
enhanced border is a nice castle wall. Castlevania vet-

erans will recognize many enemies they've met

before, but there are surprises, as well.

UBUH.IiMi01 Whipping, jumping and throwing

the occasional Soul Weapon are all activities

you expect from

Castlevania. Don't

much more,

provides

the most excitement,

you can't miss

by so much as a

without tum-

to your doom.

Something new did work its way into the design of

Legends, and it's a great addition. The Light Mode
equips your female vampire hunter with a chain whip

and fireballs right from the start, and you never lose it.

After that, expect five levels filled with ghouls, bosses,

sub-bosses and traps.

WiHbiKMinlil Konami knows this series inside and

out, and in Castlevania Legends, it pushes all the right

buttons. With the new Light Mode, anybody should be

able to reach the end. Even so, you'll have many
hours of bat-slapping fun.

M»ll|||»l Most of the stage themes have the right

dark edge to them and none of it is annoying.

IlillllllUnEi Scott: It's like an old friend

you haven't seen for ages. Sonja: Too easy.

GRflPHICS=6.M PLflE C0nTRDL=5.8 CftlTlE DESIGn=6.8 SRTISFf1CTI0n=6.M SCUnD=B.O
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Bust your brain with this puzzler from Acclaim.

MifilililMd Although the graphics are fairly simple,

Bust-A-Move 2 looks good and, what's more important,

you can aim shots with precision. In some matches,

you'll get an aiming cursor that shows how a marble

bounces off the wall.

IJTiiia^»lhl;eil ln Bust-A-Move 2, the most critical

part of the game is being able to aim the shooter/arrow

with precision. In the Puzzle or Time Attack modes,

with their wider windows on the action, that's easy. In

the Vs. Computer mode's narrower window, aiming

can be tricky.

irttinifiwMil BAM 2 includes everything you would

expect except for a two-player option. The Puzzle mode
and Vs. Computer match provide good variety, but the Time

Attack mode seems too similar to the Puzzle game.

HiUH/tl* I Probe created this Taito-licensed game

for Acclaim and it lost

nothing in the migra-

tion. As a Super NES

game, and an arcade

title, BAM was totally

captivating. It still is

on Game Boy. Puzzle

fans should love it.

Fairly sim- Ijjj^

pie music and sound

effects are well-suited to the game but not memorable.

U'JiiliiHiMd Terry: Must... stop... playing.

Can't... reach... power switch. Armond: I'r

sorry, but after playing this game, I felt as if

I needed to "Bust Outa Here." Paul: It's

tough to tell the little pieces apart.

GRflPHIC5=6.2 PLAY CDnTROL=7.0 GAHIE DESIGn=7.3 SATISFACTIONS SDUnD=G.5

TTflB MM
EURLURTORS
Our evaluators have spent years

playing and evaluating games for

Nintendo and Nintendo Power. They

all have their favorite categories, but

they play and evaluate every game

we receive. Follow your favorite pro

in each issue's Now Playing.

f ARMDND-Fighting. RPGs, Adventures

f DAIVI-Action, Adoentures. Sports

i
ERICH-Sports. RPGs, Aduentures

( HEIMRY-Fighting, Action, Sports

I JASDIXI-Aduentures, Action, Puzzles

I MARTY-Sports, Action, Aduentures

I
PAUL-Fighting, Sports, Simulations

( SCDTT-Sports, Simulations, Aduentures

( SOMJA-Puzzles, RPGs. Fighting

{
TERRY-RPGs, Simulations, Puzzles

RRTII1GS
I Each Power Meter category is weighted to reflect its

overall importance. We feel that Satisfaction and Game i

Design are the most important areas, closely followed

by Play Control and Graphics. Sound tends to be less

important for most games. ,

RGB RRTIflGS
These are the official ratings from

the Entertainment Software

Ratings Board that reflect appro-

priate ages for players. To contact

the ESRB, call 1-800-771-3772.

pj Games that were released
prior to the commence-
ment of the ratings

system are designated MR.
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Ill-Star Baseball *98
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Is it out of the park?

N64
CAPTURES
VIDEO GAMES SALES LEAD
IN NORTH AMERICA

t the end of 1997, Acclaim celebrat-

'VHEed a return to the black with a 70%
increase in income, due in major part to

excellent holiday sales of Turok, NFL QB
Club and Extreme-G. That's just one

success story in many for the N64—the

system that has

become the

home of the

mega hits.

According to

the industry

TRSTS reports

based on soft-

ware sales at

major retailers,

the year's top

five titles were all from Nintendo: Mario

Kart 64, Star Fox 64, Super Mario 64, DKR,

and GoldenEye 007. Other N64 games to

make the top 20 included Turok: Dinosaur

Hunter, Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire,

Wave Race 64, Cruis'n USA, NFL

Quarterback Club '98 and Madden 64.

Nintendo <V

•f •aUltealH
1997

-P*t«r Main

Peter Main, Nintendo of America's senior

vice president of marketing, summed it up

in a recent speech: "In a business where tra-

ditionally only one of every 200 or 300

game releases ever achieves million seller

status, nine Nintendo 64 games sold in

excess of a mil-

lion in 1997

alone." And that

number of mil-

lion unit titles

could soon be

ten with WCW
Vs. NWO: World

Tour already pa-

ssing the 800,000

mark. Industry

forecasters suggest that even more games

will be sold this year. With titles like Zelda

64, Banjo-Kazooie, Turok 2, F-Zero X, and

NBA Courtside, plus more titles from

Nintendo, Rare, Acclaim, Konami and

Midway ready to explode on the scene,

1998 sales could shatter all records.



ACCLAIM ALL-STARS
GUNNING FOR GRIFFEY

cclaim's All-Star Baseball '98

tgB^Tin development at Iguana 1\ MlMr P 1

+ liVr

B

r 'J " 1~ mekiJ

Entertainment may set a new stan-

dard for realistic sports simulations.

Recently, Acclaim stopped by our

Pak Watch offices to show off a demo

of the game. The crispness of the hi-

res characters was reminiscent of J ’

g tSjr
j

NFL QB Club, which was also a cre-

ation of Iguana Entertainment. But

whereas QB Club used the Turok

engine for animation, All-Star

Baseball has a newly designed sports
|
1 1

engine that will undoubtedly power Lighting, especially in outdoors night games like the one

many of Acclaim's future sports titles, depicted in this shot at Wrigley Field, shows the attention

to lifelike detail given by Iguana.

Major league
animation
The lifelike animation has to be seen to be

believed, much like the televised look of

FIFA: Road to the World Cup '98. But this

Faces of top MLB stars will appear on their char-

acters in the game.

The arcade pitcher control will let you move the

ball during the pitch. Simulation control will let you
choose one of the pitcher's actual pitches.

is baseball with its huge range of

motions—diving, sliding, swinging bats,

throwing pitches, spitting, scratching and

thumping dirt off of spikes with the end of

the bat. And all of these motions look

amazingly real. With 50,000 frames of ani-

mation for 1,000 different motions, it

should look good. That includes 100 indi-

vidual batting stances.

Let’s play ball!
This game is more than just an all-star for

its graphics. Iguana is including some very

cool options, such as one- to four-player

simultaneous play modes, minor league

farm rosters from which you can "call up"

top prospects, create-a-player options,

multiple-camera perspectives, spring train-

ing mode, an arcade pitching option and

a sim pitching option, trades, realistic

stadiums, and more. Although Acclaim

plans to release the title in April, we think

a May or even June release may be a little

more realistic. The big question is how All-

Star Baseball '98 will stack up to

Nintendo's MLB Featuring Ken Griffey Jr.

Unfortunately, we can't answer that until

we play a finished version of All-Star. We
can say that Junior may not have the only

winning ticket in town.
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Pole Play
Wands-on pr«Tl«vs of apconlng g»«s.

¥RACIN' WITH
? RECKIN' BALLS
i

€
A
L

A
C
T
I

O

o what in the world

is vertical racing?

Acclaim's answer is a one-

to four-player game tenta-

tively called Reckin' Balls

in development at Iguana

Entertainment. "It's sort of

like Mario Kart 64 with

springs," explains Mike

Myers of Acclaim. The

balls in Reckin' Balls are animated char-

acters with funny faces that must

bounce, roll and grapple their way to

the top of multilevel

towers. The towers

are the race tracks.

A raca to
tha top
The game plays out

with the balls racing

along the tracks

until they are

directly below

an upper level

track. Then they

bounce or pull

themselves up

to that level.

Enemies may
get in the way,

and balls can pick up items to use

against their opponents. They must also

contend with traps and tricky devices

that blast the balls up to

higher levels. Once they

reach the top of the tower,

the balls are carried back

to the bottom where they

start it all over again for

another two laps. With

100 levels, eight charac-

ters, and Rumble Pak compatibility,

Acclaim plans on packing Reckin' Balls

into a 128 megabit Game Pak and hav-

ing it out the door by this May.

IS BIO FREAKS TOO BLOODY?
r hen is too much too

much? That ques-

tion may be on some people's

minds when they see Bio

Freaks from Midway. The

developers at Saffire have gone

to great lengths to make this

game look cool. The arenas

have a menacing air, the characters

range from a Lara Croft

look-alike to a hulking

man-machine monster.

All of them are armed

with heavy duty weapons,

lots of flashy fighting

moves and jet packs, so

they can take the fight to

a vertical dimension.

Wipe off that
screen
But what a lot of people

will focus on is the

spattered blood

that seems to hit the inside of the

television screen, or the

fact that characters can

lose an arm and keep on

fighting and spurting. In

defense of Midway, the

excesses in Bio Freaks came

about after focus groups of

gamers called for more gore. They got it,

but Midway plans to give players options

to turn off the fountain. Even cleaned up,

Bio Freaks will have a lot to offer rabid

fans. Players will have to avoid arena haz-

ards such as giant rollers or a moat of bub-

bling acid. The

eight main fighting

characters and two

bosses feature 25 to

30 moves apiece

and two types of

shielding. Even if

you object to graph-

ic violence, the variety of Bio Freaks will

be hard to resist.

NINTENDO POWER



The Raptors, and all the inhabitants of Turok 2, have been smooth
skinned to eliminate the sharp polygon edges seen in the original.

TUROK2
ak Watch is proud to present the

first-ever published screen shots of

Turok 2 for the N64. Acclaim provided these

screen shots exclusively for our readers,

knowing full well that Nintendo Power

readers are the biggest Turok fans in the

known universe. The images are of one city

in the upcoming sequel, and they demon-

strate the ultra-realistic level of detail that

the game will feature. Enjoy the great shots.

Each city and area in Turok 2 will

have its own architectural style.

This Moorish temple isn't the

work of the lumbering Pur-lin.

WHAT'S AN OCARINA?
The tentative sub-title for Zelda 64 is

Ocarina of Time. An Ocarina, for those of

you into musical minutia, is a small,

roundish type of flute. In the case of

Zelda 64, the Ocarina is a magical instru-

ment, as well. The price of getting the

Ocarina is three spiritual stones that Link

must find along the way. In other Zelda

64 related news, it has been decided that

the Game Pak itself will be gold just like

the first NES Legend of Zelda. Although

an official date hasn't been announced,

Nintendo chairman Howard Lincoln says

it will definitely be out some time in the

second half of 1998. In the meantime, we
have more exclusive shots from EAD.

The town is one
of the most
realistic spaces
ever created for

a video game.
Link has com-
plete freedom
of motion here.

Link turns away from Amos,
then spins and strikes the

monster hard. It’s the final

blow for this armored foe.

TX/7

.

7

i

Link seems to be
able to do just

about everything,

from throwing a

boomerang to

reading road signs

to Mt. Goron. The
statues in the mid-

dle will come alive.
h c

Remember the

Tektites from the

original Zelda?
Well, they're back,

and hopping mad.
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Pole
What’s breaking 1

Everything hut 8
virtual airbag
Interact's V3 Racing Wheel controller is

well on its way to becoming the first offi-

cially licensed steering wheel and pedal

combo for the N64. When the most recent

version of the V3 arrived at NOA for test-

ing, we snagged the unit for a test drive on

just about every racer currently released for

the N64. The wheel itself plugs into the first

controller slot on the N64, then the pedal

unit with accelerator and brake pedals

plugs into the wheel console. To keep the

wheel in place, the unit has a leg brace fea-

ture that sits under the driver's thighs. You

can adjust height and angle for comfort and

there's even a programming feature. The

analog wheel has 300 degrees of rotation

and all the buttons that you'd find on a reg-

ular N64 controller. It's self-centering, and

it has a slot for a Controller Pak. Once we
got out on the road, we discovered that not

all racers handled the same with a wheel.

Our exacting but unscientific tests revealed

that San Francisco Rush, Automobili

Lamborghini, MRC, F-1 Pole Position and

DKR all handled pretty well with the V3.

Rush was particularly cool although we

missed the Rumble Pak. On Mario Kart 64,

performing power slides was difficult.

Top Gear Rally also proved to be twitchy

with the V3. Interact has announced a sug-

gested retail price of $69.99 for the unit,

which they hope to release sometime in the

next several months. If nothing else, the V3

will certainly bring new life to all your

old racers.

a th« world of

Mora FIFA?
This May, expect a new version of FIFA for

the N64. Entitled FIFA: World Cup '98, the

new game should be as stunning as

FIFA: Road to the World Cup '98 and

include small improvements. The

big difference is that you won't

be on the road any more. Further

down a different road, EA Sports plans

on publishing NBA Live '99 sometime this

year. We don't expect it until fall, but EA

has surprised us before. The biggest sur-

prise from Electronic Arts, however, was an

announcement that THQ will sub-license

and publish two EA titles for the N64. Both

games, Road Rash and Nuclear Strike, are

scheduled for release next year.

No rest for Konanl
The latest news is that a Game Boy version

of International Super Star Soccer will be

coming out this summer along with a sec-

ond N64 version of the excellent soccer

game. In Japan, Konami has been putting

together classic collections of Game Boy

titles, and the U.S. subsidiary is considering

doing the same thing in North America.

The Nagaya KCE division of Konami is said

to be a hotbed of Game Boy development,

so don't be surprised to hear about more

titles due for release later in the year.

Bowled over tty Milo
Milo's Bowl-o-Rama from Crave

Entertainment is still a long way from com-

pletion, but Crave recently sent us an early,

playable demo to give us a sense of what

the game is like. Graphically, it was pretty

wild. Milo and his bowling buddies look

like they've been away from earth for

awhile. The idea is to create a cartoonish,

3-D, out-of-this-world look to the game.

The controls at this stage mimic the actual

steps you take in bowling, using the

Control Stick to take steps and release the

ball. We didn't see any of the miniature golf

type alleys, which will be one of the

unique points of the game. Player One is

developing the game for Crave, and the

plans are to release it in the fall of '98.

Thera’s always more
on the N6V
More publishers are announcing more new

N64 games every month as the system con-

tinues to pick up momentum. Hudson Soft

in Japan has completed the second

Bomberman adventure for the N64.

Bomberman's new game is more of a

Marioesque action romp than the puzzle-

filled first title. Kemco revealed that the two

still-unnamed titles it is working on will be

shown at E3. One game is an RPG based

on a previously released Kemco game. The

second title is an action game with lots of

puzzle elements. And Konami told Pak

Watch to expect a new NBA title, a hockey

title, an RPG tentatively called Dear Blue, a

new fighting game, and a game that has

something to do with graffiti. Next month,

we expect some even bigger announce-

ments. Stay tuned.
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ALL-STAR BASEBALL '98

BANJO-KAZOOIE

BIO FREAKS

DEADLY ARTS
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A Bara nova
In a move sure to make gamers around the

world as happy as honey bears, Rare and

Nintendo are now planning to release Banjo-

ivazooie in

June rather

than on the

previously

announced
July date. The

recent ver-

sions of this

N64 action adventure feature graphics that are

almost too beautiful to belong to a video

game. The animation, the backgrounds, the

special effects and the interaction with color-

ful characters make B-K look more like an ani-

mated movie—except that it looks better than

any animated movie we've ever seen. Disney

could take

lessons from the

programmers and

artists at Rare. But

even more signif-

icant is the added

depth of play in

Banjo-Kazooie. There is so much to find, so

many puzzles to solve, and so many baddies

to bonk that players may never see it all. The

exclusive shots shown here are just a taste of

what's to come. By June, everyone will be

singing the praises of Banjo-Kazooie.
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If you can’t go to the play-offs,
| NBA\

*

bring the play-offs home to ~ ^ -p - ! . -'iPT*
you with NBA Courtside. We'll

have a complete play-by-play of

Nintendo’s breakthrough basketball game, from player stats to team

strategies and more. It’ll be a hi-res hoopfest you won’t want to miss!

ioso“ Snowboarding major league baseball
FEATURING KEN GRIFFEY JRWhen we hit the slopes

next month for more

1080° Snowboarding
We'll alsojjave full coverage

of Nintendo's other eagerly

we'll focus

our attention

on secret tricks,

"impossible" maneu-

vers and all sorts of

halfpipe hairiness. April

will be another "Black

Diamond" month at

Nintendo Power.

ija aHannina Gaemon
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


